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ENErI, ENVIHON?IENTAL AND RESIDUAL MATERNAL 
INFLUENCES ON CcYt PRODUCTIVITY AND GR(MH OF CALVES 

IRRODUCTION 

In the assessment of genotypes in animal breeding prograris, the 

greatest obstacles are the identification or mirimization of envi- 

ronmenta]. influences affecting the phenotypes . Influences such 

as the effects of year, age of darn, size of litter and season of 

birth which in themselves e,cress quantitative variations are 

adjustable by proper statistical methodology-. These adjustments 

should be effective anTI reasonable i'ithin the assumptions on which 

they are based. They serve to reme phenotypic differences which 

occurred because the environmental cozylitions were not uniformly 

those recognized as standard. The logic on which correction factors 

are based must, however, be accompanied by sound experimental sub- 

stantiation. Estimates of ermvi.ronmnental influences are largely 

measures of postulated comparative advantage or disadvantage to which 

animals have been subjected. The values aro indicative of effects, 

often obtained without a fundamental knowledge of their causation nor 

of the interaction which may have been endured between the genotype 

and the environment. The importance cannot be overemphasized of 

making adjustment for those effects which are environmental arid in 

doing so in a manner which will not remove the genetic advantage which 

some animals have for withstanding these rigors. 
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In establishing criteria for selection and in establishing culling, 

feeiing ard marketing policies, a knowledge of the genetic ar environ- 

mental relationships of various growth phases to total aixi marginal 

revenue anI to agegate genotype is forthcoming. The enterprising 

steer producer would use orivironnental relationships among growth phases 

to obtain the greatest advantage in utilizing feed supplies in a short- 

teTm enterprise ar1 would utilize knowledge of genetic potenti1 in 

procuring his animals and in making long-term decisions. The enter.. 

pricing breeder would utilize genetic interrelations azong traits in 
establishing accurate selection criteria. Thus, establishment of rela- 

tive values of effects of irnown or assmied envirorientaJ. factors, the 

lasting effect which they exert, their interrelated effects on growth, 

arid their interrelation -- geneticafly arid environiientafly -- should 

give a more definite basis for distinguishing among animals when estab- 

lishing any livestock program. 

Differences in production from cows or in growth of calves which 

arise among years result grossly from variation in management practices, 

from differences in climatic arxi climatically influenced carditions 

including temperatures, humidities and forage supplies, arid from varia- 

tions in the stress impositions inherent in each of these causes. 

Similarly, among th.e probable factors which may occasion coriparative 

differences among animals born in different seasons of the sanie year 

are variations in teiperature, hmiidity, length of day, forage supply 

and the resultant c1unatjc-nutrjtjona1..eridocrjne interrelations therein 

associated. Dissimilarities among otherwise similarly affected animals 



of various Utter sizes in multiparous 'oups are again, in part, due to 

comparative advantages, resulting from abundance or limitation in pre- 

and post-natal nutrient supply. 

The effect of physiological immaturity, maturity, or senesence on 

livestock production is outwardly expressed as an age of dam effect. 

Those differences in production which have been observed to occur among 

cows of varying ages are undothtediy due to differences in ability to 

react to the interdependence of procuring, assimilating and adequately 

allocating nutrients to the various needs, Whereas a mature animal 

needs only to allocate nutrients toward milk production and maintenance 

during lactation, the young animal must allocate her nutrient resources 

toward maintenance, toward her own incomplete grotth arid toward the 

owth of her offspring. The decline in production with ensuing age 

subsequent to having reached a peak-age of production is a5sociated 

iith expression of accuiulated effects such as loss of teeth, decrease 

in ability to procure forage, and in general deterioration in metabolic 

efficiency. The progressive senesence expressed by decreased production 

of livestock is the concession of ensuing victory of the environment 

over genetic potential. 

The probability of similarity among related individuals compared 

to unrelated individuals forms the basis for the study of inheritance. 

The portions of differences in quantitative characters which are due 

to inheritance are determined by various methods on the basis of 

resemblance among related individuals and are cumulativel; called the 
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heritable portion. Phenotype consists of a certain portion of variation 

due to envirornt tn1 a certain portion due to heredity. The hereditary 

portion is further composed of additive effectz, aixi of dominant anI 

epistatic or less specifically non-1inetr hereditary effects. The 

environentai variance is recognized to consist of that p'rt of environ.- 

ment hich is random axi coiîiorì to all anirra1s within that envjrorrnent, 

ari that portion which is particular to iixiivîdua1i within fairiilies or 

of the same aterra]. source. The latter would correspor to per:ianent 

envfronment1 effects of a rather contemporary nature nother portion 

of environmental variance is acknowledged, whirh if existent would exert 

itself in s'uch a manner that it might be Interpreted as here1itazy 

variation; that i, the perriancnt env-ironmeta1 effect of having been 

subjected to environmental rigors which so limit the organin' s ability 

to perform that the effect ;iight bo irpo sed upon the prcziucing ability 

of its orm young. 

It is probable that drastic environmental pbysiolo4cal limitations 

such as the environmental effect associated with age of das, when 

iUO56d upon an organizru might result in a residuzl effect ideftifiable 

in the subsequent germoation. If this mere the case, it affords 

another logical source of error n the evaluation of genotypes p3.rticu- 

larly in those iocaticns where environment is minimal rather than 

optimal. Apparent response, thus, in the extreme case would be for 

selectioxi to favor the choice cf an environmental reaction to environ- 

ment rather ti-ian the respoL1so of a genotrpe to the environment. The 

permanent environmental portion of maternal effects which are of this 



nature, is wefl of those of a mechanical nature which are often 

acknowledgI, may well be surmised to exist among the influences which 

cause heritability estimates to differ when calculated by comparison of 

paternal relatives fror those calculated from naternal relatives. 

Through this study it will be proposed to ascertain whether a 

residual effect is realized in offspring whose female parents were sub- 

jected to various environmental rigors as a result of having been born 

to dams of various ages. It is acknowledged that the compledty of this 

phenomenon might exist such that the permanent effects could he expressed 

from darn to daughter, infinitui, arrt be modified progressively in 

the various generations. The ultrarefinement of the measurements thus 

are impractical uì1er most points of view, other than theoretical, ar 

in the long run the predictions of these residual effects might be r 

more consistent than practical. oreover, the probability of this type 

of effect being expressed would be greatest urxier extremely rigorous 

environments such as those of many range areas ard deserte'. The effect 

might be negligible in those environments where a rapid compensatory 

a-owih cart be made after weaning to replace any deficiency suffered 

prior to weaning. 

In this study an attempt will be made to determino the extent to 

which the repeatability estimates vary as a result of ignoring or of 

removing various probable sources of permanent envIronmental effects. 



REWI OF LITERATURE 

Selection has the power to create new phenotypic variation by 

bringing together combinations of hereditary material It can accom- 

plish changes in the mean value of a population by change in the gene 

frequency or it can shift the original range of expression of traits 

by accumulation of the new genetic combinations. Lerner @42, ;. 163) 

inlicates that the rate of genetic change (L G) or gain achieved by 

mass selection is deperxìent on the heritability (h2) or accuracy of 

genotypic identification, the intensity of selection (i) or population 

size, ar time (t) or generation length such that AG = ih2/t. Changes 

in i h2 or t will therefore occasion changes in A G, thus measurement 

of their magnitude in a given population should lend predictive value 

in planning the breeding program. 

Îhe }erjtabi1itv Concept 

Lush (143, p. 90) states that phenotypic vnriance is expressed as 

c c7 + 4, where o, c and c are phenotypic, genetic and environ- 

mental. variances, respectively, if heredity ath environment are 

uncorrelated ; that is, where 2 Covj: O. The genetic portion (cr) 

in the broad sense includes all the netic dIfferences while in the 

narrow or most useful sense (unier rande,, mating) it contains the 

adIitive effect of heredity. This adr . itive fraction of phonotypic 

variance is called heritability, and it serves as a measure of 

identifying genotype from phenotype such that c h2o. Another way 
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of looking at heritability is that it is square of the correlation 

coefficient between phenotype and genotype. Thus it is consistent 

that if h2 is the fraction " mai el by heredity the reraining 

portion of variation is due to environnent ar to nonadditive effects 

of heredity which in a randon breecirg population are considered 

neglible (-2,p. 112). 

According to Koch and Clark (32, . 778), by sinple ende1ian 

theory unJer random mating, the genio values of half-sibs are 

correlated by one-fourth, dominance devIations are uncorrelated and 

epistatic deviations aro correlated by ar undetermined but small 

amourt. With proper discounting of ecvironnental effects a!ong 

haif-sibs and with negligible maternal, permarert envIronmental, or 

epistatle effects, the expected value of the parental ccmponent of 

variance would be c o l/4c urì1er ranìdom mating, there S. 

and D are sire and darn designations, respectively; and the expected 

mean square among offspring from the same parent (ai) 3/ + o . 

Thus an estimate of heritability would be 

h2 = + ¡4c /o + a'. However, with rnarna1s and in our 

case with beef cattle this system is valid with sires but does not 

hold for estimating heritability from the dam cononent since the 

relationship among maternal half-sibs differs from paternal haif-sibs 

because of maternal environmental influences both pre- and post-natally 

until weaning. 
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According to Koch ar Clark (35, p. 979-996) the expectation for 

a given trait (i) among paternal haif-sibs is l/L4o but the 

expectation for the same trait among maternal haif-sibs 

= + + mp + Gj mj r1 where G is the heritability 

of the jth trait, m is the direct determination by maternal enriron- 

ment, g is the heritability of the maternal environment, pj is the 

direct determination of maternal environment by permanent environmental 

factors and is the genetic correlation between the jth trait 

and maternal environment. It is corollary that m g+ m p 

since g + pj = 1. It is reasonable to presmie that the maternal 

effects might become diminished with ensuing age of the calves, or that 

negative effects might be shown at certain of the owth rhases. 

However a lasting effect of maternal influence is not improbable, for 

in spite of the negative relationship of gains among growth periods, 

the final weights of the various 'owth phases are usually positively 

associated (37, p. 18), (4, p. 1018). 

The Notion of Permanent Environmental Effects 

ceekan (Li7, part 4, p. 22) has aptly inferred that ttrecognition 

of the controlling influence of environment in the development of the 

animal body and of the permanent nature of its effects upon the mature 

form invites consideration of its relationship to the hereditary 

a 2 indicates sire variance. Koch and Clark designated it 
3r ' this stxIy S refers to season of birth (p. 37). 
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factors believed to set the limit to the expression of aU 

characters". 

A given growth phase is measurable only once and in one environ- 

mental redime during the lifetime of the animal, snd the hereditary 

effect on that owth phase is rneasrab1e through comparing it to the 

sinilar owth phase of related iniividuals in contrast to unrelated 

ones. Thus the average heritability of a trait is measured. Comparison, 

however, of the probable producing abilities among cows, based on 

successive records, reveals what Sidwell and (}randstaff (60, p. 37338O) 

quoting Lush called repeatabUity, which contains the additive genetic 

effect arri permanent environnientnl influences. Lush (4j, . 300) 

states that repeatability is useful in setting an upper limit to 

heritability. L3otkin and Uhatley (3, 552) a5serted that repeata- 

bility includes aU influences due to permanent differences among cows 

and therefore measures the acotracy of past production in predicting 

future production of the sarce herd of cows. They inferred that some 

of the permanent differences among cows may be nontrananiissible, 

thus repeatability is an overestimate of probable gains through 

selection. 

Permanent environmental effects are acknowledged (31, p. 768-755) 

to be the results of such factors as stunting when young, permanent 

injury to the udder, crippling, etc. Effects such as these would 

certainly be classified as random permanent environmental effects and 

perhaps would be evaluated more evidently as genie maternal influence 
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due to their contemporary occurrence nd to lack of their reliable dis- 

cerrnnent in assessing a population. Lush (43, p. 3oc) stated 91 the 

kir1s of feeding to which calves arxi. young heifers are subjected do 

..ffect their production all throughout the rest of their lives, what- 

ever differences in their later production in feeding caused would 

appear again and again in subsequent lactations. Such differences 

would be included in the repeatability but they would not be heritable". 

cMeekan part ¿i., p. 20) askei Doos a continued low level of 

nutrition or a permanently inadequate level stunt the mature size of 

the individual and alter its proportions t ' ' Further , . . . , should 

environmental influences produce a permanent effect , what are the 

repercussions on subsequent generationsVt He asserted (p. 23) that 

general evidence from the field of animal husbaixiry is in support of 

a permanency in effect. Hi evidence is clearly lixiicative of 

genetic-environmental interaction on body form, but it scarcely 

warrants adopting an environmentalist approach to the inheritance 

problem. The extent to which his f*pbysiology of today is the develop- 

mental history of tomorrow" is, however, implicit in the probable 

residual effects of environment, 

Ori the basis of these speculations it is reasonable to acknowl- 

edge probable existence of residual effects of environment in suc- 

cessive generations, It is reasonable, moreover, to infer that the 

pernanent effects might be of both raxom ar fixed source. The effect 

associated, for example, with age of granddam would be considered a 
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fixed source of variation, while residual variation among cows from 

given granddanas would be demonstrable as random variations. 

Repeatability sets an upper limit to the probable expectation 

of a cow's performance, and provides a reliable tool for setting up 

culling programs. It does not, however, necessarily enlighten one 

on the genetic usefulness, say, of heifer calves from two-year-old 

dams since the environmental inhibition endurel by the calf might 

affect or be reflected in the calf's own eventual production. 

Qifford (i6, p. 32) pointed out the effect of daily milk pro- 

duction of beef cows ort the growth of beef calvos. Significant 

differences between cows existed in 8-month calf weights. The 

within-cow correlation between rrilk records and 8-month calf weights 

was )+7. 3rowth of heifers up to 36 months of age indicated that 

the level of mïlk production of the dams was rather highly positively 

correlated with the growth of heifers during the post-weaning period 

and up to three years of age. 

Iflustrati',e of the difference between heritability ath repeata- 

bility estimates are those presented b ICoch and Clark (32, p. 785). 

Heritability and repeatability estimates, resjectively, were .35 and 

.26 for birth weight, .24 and .3+ for weaning weight, .21 and .3 for 

suckling gains, .7 and .20 for fall yearling weight, and .39 and .09 

for gain from weaning to fall yearling date. The relative effects of 

maternal environment and the inherent growth potential of the calf 

are evident in the differences among the estimates. 
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Koger arrì 'knox (38, p. Li6i_466) obtained a repeatability estimate 

of .51 for weaning weight and stated that t1a heifer that weaned a 

decidedly sthstandard calf barring accidents, etc, .., was never a 

heavy producer in later years'4. Chambers, (ii, p. L3) fouth the 

repeatability of cow performance (.30) to be similar when measured by 

calf growth at U2 and 210 days. Estimates of repeatability were 

obtained by various methods by Botkin and hatley (3, p. 552) ranging 

from .33 to .66 for weaning weight, ,1L4 to .25 for birth weight ar 

.38 to .69 for suckling gain. 

Sex as an Environmental Factor 

?ason, (L6, 6 p.) and Koch L (36, p. 738) have shown 

that the means and variances of growth traits of bull and heifer calves 

differ, and that in such cases an additive correction to a similar sex 

basis is not valid. Y.ason, et . 
si.t.. ) asserted that to evaluate 

a cow's productïon, the adjustment of a heifer's growth characteristic to 

a male basis where the coefficients of variation of bulls and heifers are 

the same requires multiplication by R, which is a constant ratio (B/A). 

where is the mean of the bull growth characteristic arxì A is the mean 

of the heifer growth characteristic, If the coefficients of variation 

are not equal, the correction of a heifer's trait (A1) to a bull basis 

() takes the form of: j [ ( ) J + x Aj where is the 

ratio of the standard deviations of bulls to heifers. Quilbert and 

Gregory (19, p. 3) attested that at 1 month the weight of heifers 

is 97 percent that of bulls, at L months 89 percent, at 12 months 77 
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percent, and at mcturlty 65 percent. D.fferences reported n the 

literature are greater between bulls an heifers than between steers 

arrt heifers. Carter ar Kincaid (2, t'. 331) four1 different herita- 

bility estinates for six-north weight cf heifers anI bulls which they 

jrdicate are the first such heritability estiiiate differerces reported 

in the literature. Their estitmates were 0.08 for steers which is in 

line with the findings of I3lackwell, . 
(li., p. 1018) 3. 0.69 for 

heifers which Is the hiest of ali estimates reported for this trait. 

ereas more information is handily available about birth and 

weaning phenomena than for other owth phases, indications are that 

sex differences are established at birth and become magnified with 

time. Koth and Clark (32e P. 397) found hulls to be heavier at birth 

than heifers, and differences are reported ranging from 4.2 to 5.8 

pounds bull advantage by Burns and Blunn (6, . i) , Dawson, Phillips 

and Black (13, . 2k7) rni Gregory, Blunn and Baker (17, p. 338). 

Darnen and Bogart (12, 23 p. ) found feedlot-daily-gains of bulls and 

heifers to be 2.0 and 2.3 pounds, respectively, and that l percent of 

the variations were due to birth weit differences. The se differ- 

ericci were further borne out by the data of Koch (31, p. 768), 

Ohaiuibers, . (io, r. io) ann Rollins and Guilbert (53, p. 517), 

respectively , found bulJ .. s to be ¿i4, 21 and 68 pounds heavier than 

heifera at 176, 210 and 2Li0 drs. Koger and Knox (:37, p. 19) atteoted 

that steers at 205 days were 32 pounds heavier than heifers under 

seniarid range conditions. Hitchcock, et . (2h, 22 p.) showed a 43 
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pouix difference th yearling ghts of 8teers ar1 heifei's, again 

being heavier, 

Ae of Darn as an nvironrnentai. Factoy 

:3abin (57, 53 p.) h: ahm that the effect of the age of a cow 

on her p'oducing ability is cxprGsaed as a quadratic functIon, that the 

effect on pre-rening gro'tth is largely due to differences in aiaterrl 
effects asoeiatz1 with both weight anzi age, andì that the reciprocal 
of this function is apparent in the post-weaning perforzr.ance. Lush 

ani Shrode @44, p. 338) state that 'i production increscs with 

age at an ever decreasing rate until xradiauxn production is reached at 
6 t B years. 'roduction then declines with advancing age. This rcakes 

the regression of production or* age dIstinctly curvilinear but the 

nature anì amount of the curvature doeo not apear dc1uctib1c from arr 

general p1ysio1ogical principles." Sawyer, (59, 7 p.), assert 
that beef cattle might be expected to improve in milk yield as they 

roach uaturity az that incruased yield should reflect itself in 

hevier calves at weaning. 

!oor ard ínox (38, p. k66) foinxl that weight of cows and. weaning 

weights of their calves increased each year until cows were 7 years 

of ago arti that ubsequontly both weights decreased year1y. Cows of 

3, 14, 
, 9, ai 10 years of age average 67, )4.9, 25, 18 ar4 32 potinds, 

respectively, less calf weaned than 7.year-old cows. Sawyer, 

(58, p. 5jL) four that teaning weight. of calves increased with 

increasing age of darn through eight years of age ard then declined. 
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ight-yoar-o1d cows at the Squaw-Butte i!rney 3tatiox roduced a1ves 

which were 5) poun± and 59 pounìs hearer at weaning than those from 

2- anì 3-year-old cous. Fouryear-o1d cows were approaching produc- 

ifl ability i: Lature aniría1s. iteheoek, . (214, 22 p.) found no 

evidence t. irdicate that age of daìi needs considerati.on when selection 

is basd on yeariin weights. Correction factors developed by 1oeh 

arí Clark (3, p. 79) for converting birth, :caning, and fall yearling 

weits of calve3 from young cous to a mature basis were: ¿4 41 ar 

2k pounds for 3-year-olds; , 18 an1 13 pounds for Liyear_olds; O 6 

aii 3 pouxìs for 5-year-olds; O, 12 arI 7 pouriis for 9-year-olds; ard 

2, 24 and JJ.. powìs for 1C-year-olds. Rollins ari Guilbart (53, p. 517) 

published data 1a3.icating the sa'e magnitude of effects, however they 

orphasized the need for different correction factors for bulls ard 

heifera with greater apparent variability among bulls. This need, 

ioreover, was borne out by Kina ar. Carter (26, p. 663). 

Jifford (1G, 3 p.) reported that beef cows between the ages of 

two azxl three years produced less milk than cows of any other age 

studied. The quantity of milk produced had a terxiency to increase 

with ago of cow up to six years. Las1ey ard 3ogart (ki, p. 56) f owxl 

that fertility (services per conception) follows the saiie age pattern 

as that reported for calf production. ahnish (50, 108 p. ) established 

the necessity of adjusting 270..day weaning weights to a conmion age of 

da basis uy adding 50 pouths to bull calves from 3yearoid cows, 

25 pouxs to those from 1+_ ard 9-year-old cows arri O pounis to calves 



fron! 5- through -year-o1d c, atxl 2L, 12 arxì O to heifer eives 
:rom co's of thE se age. Evans, . (i, p. 1181) estiat that 

the addition of iû6 5Li, 20 1L )43 pound wening..weight-correcttons 

to calves £rörn 2 , 3 , , 9 ath 10 year old cows , respectively would 

adjust for age-of-dam effects. flotkin arid atley (3, . 552) removed 

2 percent of go of thmi variattor in weaning weight by a.tdition of 

5 md 15 pouths to wearuirg wett5 of calves frorii 3- arI +-year-old 

CO»T3. Sr'iJ.arly, tbey reroved 62 percent of the ae-of-daz effect ori 

birth wei-t by additior of &rd 2 pounds to birth weight of CalVO8 

fron OOT4 the sa':e ages. They asertxì that older cows rodued 

teavìer calves than ex,ectcd as a re&ult of biases due to concurrent 

e1ection ard to probable genetic time trend a explained by Luth arid 

Shrode (i4+, p. :3:38). 

BlackweU, Knox acid Hurt ('4, p. lci8) reported that yearling 

;reights of alve from 3-year-old cows, .. and 5-year-old cows, and 6-. 

and 7year-)ld cows were 33, 1+ and 3 poumi less than those fr S-. 

and 9-yaar-old dams. ear1in gains, however, showed the inverse 

relatiOnship artiolarlj in that yearling gains of cal9e8 froi 

3-year-old cows arid froui cows 10 years old and older were greater 

than those of S.. arid 9-year-olds . They stated that calves that were 

ubject1 to better tiìan avera or 1es than average erìvironìr.nt 

prior to ieaning because of the age of their daiì will tend to exhibit 

compensating reonses in pott-weanir, growth when nutritionl environ- 

icnt beconius ruore nearly uniforxt . The effect of compnsathrj growth 
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was such that it reduced the effect of agt of dam on yearling weight 

but some age-of-dam effect remained at approxitïtately 12 months of age. 

If in a herd some cows with iow producing abilit are culled at 

each age, then at each succeeding age the group iould contain a larger 

share cl high producing cows ar a smaller share of low producing cows 

than iould exist at younger ages. k.ias, therefore, is introduced by 

concurrent seleetiun and consecjuently correction factors may be biased 

from the true age effect, according to Lush and hrode tì. 

One bias is due to the effect of culling for low production at early 

ages causing survivors to contain effects of both selection and age. 

The other bias is due to genetic time trend which would oc related to 

age. Accordingly, the true age change would be (Ai' - K) + j (C' - C) 

where I is the number of cows with records at a given age; K is the 

number 01' cows kept to Lnake a record at the next age; L is the moan 

production of c cows at the first age; and C' is the rean production 

which c cows would hate ¡nade at the next lactation had they been kept. 

1ethod Â presented by Lush and 3hrode for calculating correction 

factors for age of daiu compares averages of all records made at each 

age such that the apparent change is K' - k + c which contairs 
N 

bias to the extent of (C' - x'). Their 4ethod b attempts th avoid 

effects of selection by comparing records of the same cow at successive 

ages such that the apparent change between two ages is (ii' - ) and the 

inherent bias is .. [ (C' - K') - (C - K) j. 3y ethod , correction 

factors would be biased upward from the true effect since correction 



factors are derii«1 frr comjrson of se1ectI older cowi with less 

intensively siectd younger cows. oxwereì, the factors computed 

by }ietbod B ou] uxer-correct due to imperfect reptataiUty of 

records by the sae cot. These znethods erc adapted for evaluation 

of r.lk production tri dairy cattle but are logically applicable to 

rowth phnoxiena affected by maternal efiects. 

Season of Birth a a Environmental Factor 

Uxer iroat naexaentai coailtion, all calves in a oeef opera- 

tion ar weaned on the sac date en birth dates ami. ;eight& are 

kron, actual daiJ.y gaine can be conputed anl an accorate corrected 

weight can he obtained if the auxnption cf linearity of groiì is 

va:LILì to that age. If birth wei't is not known, a linear regression 

ecuation can be fitted to ctain an average increase in Neight per 

unit increaìe in age. The former ysteìt is inaccurate in so much as 

the birth weight ard the post-natal eironment riay have been 

influenced by seasonal differences in forage corxlitions as a result 

of varying birth dates. The latter is inaccurate due to the sanie 

reason as wßll as the fact that ail calves are put on an equal birth 

weiglt basis. 

.cch axxi 1ar (..., p. 3) foux. the regresicn of birth 

wight on 'iearing ae to be -.08 pouni per day, irdicatin that 

calves boni later in the calving season were heavier at birth. The 

-e'ession of gain Íron birth to warLng age was .Oi4 pound per day 



(riot significant) irdicating a trend for calves born later in the 

season to ow more rapidly than those born earlier. The reession 

of weaning score on weaning age was .01 unit per day indicating that 

earlier calves tend to score a little higher than later calves. 

Rollins and )regory (53, p. 517) adaoted correction factors of 

-.39, 0 and -16 pounds to be added to calves born from August to 

Nover'ber 15, November 16 to February, and Iarch to iíay, respectively. 

e1ms and Bogart (Li.9, p. 662) indicated that calves born early in 

the year gain more rapidly during the suckling period than those 

born later . They contended that time of birth had an equal or greater 

effect on rate of suckling gains than did age of dam. Granting that 

selection for suckling gains had been applied to the younger cows, 

consideration must be given to the fact that 1) these cattle enjoy 

quasi-optimum environment, and that 2) a portion of differences among 

ages might have been removed by adjustment for birth weight, while the 

seasonal effects on gains is affected by seasonal effect on post- 

natal maternal conditions. 

Narlow and Qaines (Le, p 1018) found that the mean suckling 

gains of calves born between December 16 and March 15, March 16 arid 

'iay 31, June 1 and August 31, and September 1 arid December 15 were 

1.65, 1.69, 1.56 arid 1.53, respectively the advantage being enjoyed 

by earlier calves. 

Gifford (i6, 3k p.) found that mamum milk and butterfat pro- 

duction on the ave. age was attained during the first month of lactation 

arid subsequently decreased at a decreasing rate. GiÍ' ford (15, p. 605) 
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also attested that the riaximurn xnilk production attained during these 

first weeks of lactation is affected by the capacity of the young 

calves to consume the milk. This ability of the calf to consume the 

cow' s potential milk supiy interrelated with seasonal effect on 

forage production is of deductive importance to the interpretation 

of seasonal phenomena. 

Ag at First Calving as an ILnvi,ronmentaj. Factor 

Sawyer, . (5g, 7 ç.) indicated that breeding heifers as 

yearlings had a mich greater inilucnce on size of cows as three-year- 

olcls and on weaning weits of calves when cows vere three years old 

that.i did feeding during development of heifers. Three -year-old cows 

weighed 6L.3 pounds an r2sed 275 pounds of calf then bred first as 

yearlings, 'thile they weighed 712 pounds and produced 320 pounds of 

calf if bred first as 2-year-olds. 

Ubb £E4, p. 1190) of I1lirioi, asserted that approximately one 

additional calf is produced by breeding heifers to calve first as 

2-year-01d3. (()8, p. L2) fmnx3. that, in 0kloma, 

cow-costs per calf wearied were less for cows that calved first at 2 

years of age. Cows calving first at two years of age weaned 6.14 

calves with an average weight of 1477 pounds hile those that calved 

first at three years of age produced 5.3 calves with an average of 

1487 pounds . poro calving difficulties (dystocia) were encountered by 

calving first at 2 years of age. Pope, . (5l p. 14.2) converse 

to the data of Sawyer, 
(59e 7j.), iriicated a lack of 
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difference in calf production of 3-year-old cows having calved first 

as 2-year-olds and those calving first at 3 years of ago. It is 

evident froni the 400 pound weaning weights of calves from 2-year-olds 

that the Oklahoma environment is a quasi-optflium one at least during 

the suckling phase of the year. Nevert'nE1, l'ope, i. (. sit.) 
stated that earLy breeding retards body development of tue female and 

increases tne required to reach mature size. 

bo apparent literature is available on cows calving first at 4 

years of age nor on the physiological significance of effect of age 

at first calf on subsequent production in terms of an effect irarted 

to the individual sthsequent calf. 

Effect or Previous Xears' Calving History as an Environmental Factor 

L:o apparent data exi&t to infer a relationship between the weight 

of a calf at a given owth phase and whether or not the dam raised a 

calf in the previous year. Lasley and bogart (41, 56 p. ) reported that 

dry COWS were harder to settle than lactating cows . They required more 

services per conception anzi returned smaller calving percentages than 

lactating cows. They admitted the possibility of inherent infertility 

as well as immediate barrenness being the cause of these effects. 

Comnensatorr G'owt} arx Relation of Various 'pwth Phases 

A knowledge of the relationship of growth made by animals in 

various periods of their lives is implicit in sound planning and 



management of the 1ivestoc enterprise and in the selection of live- 

stock or in estimation of future growth. Koger arxi Knox (39, p. 760) 

an:ì Koger, . (o, p. 1018) reported that in range beef ca1ve, 

weights at various periods in life were positively associated while 

growth rates or gains in adjacent periods were negatively associated 

or uncorrelated. roger ar1 1nox (. asserted that a positive 

relationship between growth rates in different periods would exist 

where environment to which the aniials were subjected, in the various 

periods, was held uniform. Conversely, they inferred that a negative 

relationship between owth rates at different periods ouid be 

expected when environmental variations are experienced during one 

period and later removed allowing a compensatiofl for over or ither 

growth wtiich occurred in the previous period. 

Ncìeekan (Lo, part ¿4. p. 23) insists that the arthnal body 

possesses two outstanding characters -- plasticity and resiliency. On 

the one hand, its form and its tissues can be molded and shaped to a 

remarkable degree by the influence of its nutritional environment. 

Moreover, it possesses an mning recuperative capacity; its tissues 

are capable, in certain cases and circumstances, not only of tolerating 

extreme environments, but urx1er sr.ecifìc conditions, can largely 

recover from the limiting effects of unfavorable environment. The 

animal is not an isolate in a neutral environment but a living organism 

dependent upon and responsive to the environment in which it finds 

itself for expression of its inherent capacities. 
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The profourxì influence of nutrition uçon the development of the 

ani.D1a] is fundamentally dependent on the fact of differential growth. 

?cMeekan (i»io ) in his monumental tx1y of the p.g has shown the 

relationship between the influence of nutritlor arû the differences 

5_n body foriìi and composition. side differences in quantitative 

control of the nutrient energy available and in the qualitative plane 

of nutrition, even to variations far greater than noriiaUy ret th 

in the field in the ratio of rrotein to carbohydrate , are covered in 

principle by his results. The imposition of ectreme differences in 

quantitative plane of nutrition upon pigs over the saine age period 

occasioned tremer1ous differences in body development, over the sane 

age period, to the extent that though the animals on various nutrition- 

al regimes were of similar chronological age, they were widely different 

in physiological age. The animals on continuous high plane nutrition 

attained a state of development of body proportions, organs, and 

tissues thich was superior, that is, more greatly advanced than normally 

occurs at their age. The low plane resulted in developmental retarda- 

tion, not in the sense that those retarded hiere miniatures of tlose on 

high nutritional level, but to the extent of characteristic inhibition 

of growth in .ate developing parts of the body. 

ivironnentai effects, such as those imposed on young cattle 

because of being born to darns of certain weights and ages in certain 

seasons of given years, for example, exert influences of comparative 

advantage on the individuai calvos such that their environments 



(nutritional 1anes) vary at different phases of their life arti are 

classifiable into aLt. pervautatior of the thesis of cî'eekan 

(+7, part p. 273282). Harrvp .. ond (20, p. ¿+o1..1.n) presente material 

indicating tbat the effects of unlerfeeding only to the extent that 

live-weight growth is arretd does not arrest skeletal owth, thus 

a recuperative expression after a period of unlerfeeding reuits in 

prolongation of the growth reriod. it was noticeì that an athinai 

which was underf -- but n3t to the extent of detrinent -- during 

ear]y life llî continue to ro after a norìnl1y fed animai has 

ceased to crow. Mcieekan (ui, . 276) four1 that ani.nais changed from 

a higì to a low plane of nutrition improve in the overaLL efficiency 

of fe«3. conversion while transfer from low to high piane deereasel 

effieiney. Haimuor1 (20, p 401) iarned that long term retardation 

or 'oth depresses efficiency of food coxwerion because of high 

maintenance costs and also that if the retardation is extre!lo the 

animals may never reach noria1 size. Stunting ury be permanent if 

the retardation of growth is sufficiently severs, occurring early in 

lite, and over a sufficient length of time. hort-term retardation 

at the appropriate stage, however, may improve the overall efficiency 

of food conversion. Compensatory 'owth occurs at a rate appropriate 

to physiological age rather than chronological, yet cheaper feed can 

be used to obtain hysio1ogica1 maturity on retarded animals. 

Fhysiolodeal age is inversely related to the rapidity of owtFi 

ariì development (20, p. 395). 
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Sabin (57, 58 p.) and Blackwell, etal. (5, 6 p.), siiowed 

that the environmental effect on post weaning sains associated witi 

age of dam resulted in a quadratic function reciprocal to that 

generally associated with preweanin gains. BlacIcwell, et al. 

(.22. 2!.: ), fOUfld that compensating effects were still evident at 

18 months for rigrs endured during the suckling period . They f ouzxl 

that after adjusting contemporary effects of environment the weights 

and gains from weaning through final weight were generally positively 

associated, genetically and phenotypically. Differences in 

magnitudes of the correlations indicated that compensatory actions 

must ve been operative on yearling gains and weints. Similarly, 

Romo and Blakwell (52, 5 p.) found positive genetic correlations 

between weights and ins at various periods. They inferred 

that "since size attained at a particular age is dependent on 

growth rate, it is reasonable to expect positive genetic 

correlations between size and gains at different periods." 

The work of Kidwell (27, p. 5) established that correl- 

ations between gains of adjacent periods (winter, summer, fall 

and second winter) subsequent to weaning were negative and 

significant. Correlations involving weaning weight were not 

significant. There was a positive significant correlation between 

the gains of the two winter periods . He clarified that nutritional 

and other exTvîronmental factors vary widely among trie growth 

periods and concl1ed that "environmental influences exert tne 

greatest effect on the relation between ins at different periods 
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but that neredity is also effective." Ruby, et al. (56, p. 280) 

found generally similar phenotypic relationships as those found by 

Kidwell. Uric, et al. (67, p. 1026), found positive genetic 

correlations among first winter, second summer and second winter 

gains. 

ICoger, et al. (11.0, p. 1018), stated that negat ive phenotypic 

relationships exist between growth made during adJoining periods, 

but that in general, growth during one period is basically positively 

related to growth at other periods . They report that the 

within-breed and within-year correlations between: birth weight and 

weaning weight was 0.47; birth weight and suckling gain was 0.31; 

birth weìght and gain from ô to 12 months was 0.00; and birth 

weight and 24-month weight was 0.43. 

Wagnon and Rollina (2, p. 1026) demonstrated the relative 

role of genetic and environmental interactions and asserted that 

identification of genotypes would be most accurate under optimum 

nutritional regimes . The correlations of the weaning and long- 

yearling weight of a cow with the weaning weight of her calf were 

0.16 and 0.36, respectively, for those under optimum conditions and 

-0.06 and 0.01, respectively, for those on sub-opti1 regime. 

Sabin (7, 58 p.) found the partial regressions of total 

gain in the feedlot and final weight, respectively, to be 2.10 

and 2.19 pounds, per pound increase in birth weight, and 0.23 and 

0.92 pounds per pound increase in weaning weight, in tiie same order. 

Dabmen and Bogart (12, 23 p.) found that 0.1 pound per day increase 



in daily gain in the feed lot resulted from each 10 pounds increase 

in birtri weight and. that 10 days difference in age-put-on-test was 

accompanied by 0.05 pounds daily gain difference. Suckling gain 

played no important role in determining rate cf feedlot gain. The 

igeitudes of the findings of Pierce, et ai. (52, 32 p.) were 

similar to those of hmen and Bogart. 

Ross, et al. (55, p. 4.9), Pope, et al. (51, p. 1i2) and 

Zimmerìn, et al. (68, p. 42) found no difference in life time 

production of cows being calved first as 2-year-olds or 

3-year-olds and wintered on low, medium or high level of nutrition. 

Woodvard, et al. (65, 14 p. ) indicated that calves from full- 

fed three year old cows were significantly heavier at birth and 

made greater daily gains than those from limited-fed cows. 

After tris age the influence of the ration was not apparent on 

any factor of the cowts production. The indication was that the 

effect of low plane of nutrition was not permanent. (Winciester 

and Howe (66, 31 p.) subjected monozygotic twins to 75 percent, 

62 percent and 50 Dercent rations while their co-twins were allowed 

a full ration.) They found that in cases of growth arrested between 

6 and 12 months efficiency in feed utilization, quality of meat 

and quantity of lean meat were not adversely affected . The time 

required to reach 1,000 pounds by identical twins subjected to 

growth-arresting nutrition varied from 2 to Li-1/2 months more than 

the co-twins on high plane. After the period of reduced intake 

ended, tue retarded animals gained weight rapidly and economically, 
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and although they required 10 to 20 weeks more to reach 1,000 

pounds they did 33 on a similar enerr intake. The increase th 

efficiency of Íeed utilization in tne restricted group cotnpensated 

for the delay in tune, and ultimately the efficiency of producth 

a unit 3f beef was not different between tue re5trieted aixi 

Ufl]iTjcted groups. These data are somewhat in contradicition to 

the work of Guilbert, et al. (191) in Which lowered efficiency 

was attested to be assDciated with ins subsequent to interrupted 

growth. From Winchester's data it might be inferred that the 

animals which were retarded at a given physiological age, since 

they were on a "bnc" maintenance ration rather than on 
depletion diets, were actually undergoing a physiological aging 

in the "priority" portions Df the bdy at the expense of the 

plow priority" regions. When restored to a owth diet they were 

actually physiologically more nmture than it was outwardly apparent. 

Thus these anils were able to grow at toe level characteristic 

of physiologically older ixividuals than they themselves appeared 

to be. 

Bohin (2, p. 249) reported a trial in which he fed early-cut 

and late-cut hay, reflecting stage 0f maturity and nutritive value, 

to beef calves during a winter such that they, on the respective 

rations, ined 0.92 and 0.29 pound per day during the winter. The 

gains on subsequent summer pasture were 1.29 and i.4 pouxxls, in 

the same order. The group restricted by inferior hay quality 

gained significantly more during the summer following feeding of 
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the different quality hay. Yet, in spite of the compensation 

in growth, the nn-restricted (early-cut hay) group were heavier 

at the eri of the trial. These concepts on compensatory grwth are 

consistent with the reasoning of Taylor (60, p. 291) who describes 

tue linear &owth process on a basis of the broad fact that with 

respect to rate of maturing in liberally fed animals, eacui 

linear body measurement occupies a fixed position relative to 

every other throughout life. 

1ETHODSJ MANA4ENT AND ETA 1SCRIPTl0 

The data usefl in this study were from the ade Hereford herd 

maintained at the Squaw-Butte Harney Experiment Station u.er the 

auspices of the AgrIcultural Besearch Service, United States 

Department of Agriculture, and the Oregon Agricultural Experiment 

Station. The data ±nvolved calves born during tiie 13-year period 

from 191.7 through 1956, inclusive . The study integrated data on 

birth through long-yearlinß weighof 390 steers and 1.l7 heifers 

which are progeny of 250 dams ar 165 grandams. The ages of the 

dams and the granddams are f r-n 2 to 13 years. 

Management of the herd is in general accordance with that of 

other cattle operations in the same sagebrush-bunchgrass region 

of the Northern Great BasIn. The management cycle fur the calves 

and yearlings is simiar to that for the cow herd. The suaer 

grazing area is a sagebrush (Arternesia tridentata) -bunchgrass 

(Aopyron, Festuca app.) range at an elevation of 1.,6O0 to 5,000 



leet, in a rainfall belt of 
8 to 12 inches per year. The highest 

plane of nutrition is achieved during and June with a progressive 

decline to 3 percent in grass protein content in the fall. 

The overall condition of the environment has improved 

iarkedly in the past few years as a iesult of sagebrush control, 

reseeding tc. crested wheat grass and re-e3tabli8hnt of the 

bunch grasses by reduction of competition from sagebrush. This, 

however, is accounted for by measurements of year differences. 

The cattle are trucked to surer range in late spring sub- 

sequent to calving and truckea t fall pasture in early fall. 

Prior to 1951, the cattle were trail-driven to summer range over 

a three-day period and returned to fall pastures over another three- 

day peîic (25, p. 279). Fall pastures c;iusist of meadow stubble and 

scattered hay left during the haying operations on tne station near 

Burns, Oregon, at an elevation of approximately 4,C)OO feet. The 

meadows are of' the wet-land type with 80 percent of the forage 

consisting of rush (Juncus spp. ) and sedge (Carex spp. ). The 

rather low-quality native meadow bay consisting of ru, sedges 

and native grasses is fed beginning in early cember and continuing 

through April. Basically, the plane of nutrition is low in this 

entire area, however, as previously stated, great strides in 

technolj within the past few years have resulted in marked 

increases in forage and beef production. 

Purebred Hereford sires were used during restricted breeding 

seasons on summer range so that calves were born mainly in March, 
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April and May. Breeding was done in multiple sire oups, thus no 

data were available for sire classificatLori and mating must be 

assumed ranilom. 

Birth weights were taken to the arest pound as soon after 

birth as Dossible. All other weights represent "overnight shrink 

weigLts. Fo' pu rose of analyses, ;eaning weits were adjusted 

L 225 days, yearling weits to 335 das and ing-year1ing to 505 

days by te methods presente in Table i and te gains in the 

periods were derived by te vrìous differences. T;ie ages to which 

t..e weights are corrected are ce average ages t w.ic the weights 

were taken. 

The birtL weit an ijjvjduaJ. calf is dependent on the 

genetic constitutian of trie call itself, that is the egogenotype, /1 

and on the prenatal maternal effects imparted by te dam. Weaning 

weight is likewise a result of egogenotype :)f t.e calf, as well 

as -renatai and prereaning maternal influences which in turn are 

influenced environmentally and by tne egogexotype f te cw. 

Yearling weight inclies the effects peculiar to weaning weight and 

eitner positive or inverse relationship between ore-weaning growth and 

pst-weaiing growth. ternal influences on growth should be 

progressively diminished or nrght exert a negative effect with 

ensuing age of calves as a result of te probable action of 

Compensatory re1ationsi.ips. Lang yearling weight would be affected 

Li The term "egogenotype" will be used tc designate the calf's 
own genetic constitution in regard to a given trait in 
Contrast to the contribution of genetically influenced maternal 
effects bo te expression of the trait. 
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Table 1. Designations and Coiositions of Individual Deta 
of Growth Phases. 

/ 
Coicøosi.tion 

Variable Designations J. of Age-adjusted Jta 

Birth Weight , and B\ Actual Birth Weight 

Weaning Weight Y2 a WW Observed WW - BW 

(ctua1 age in ys' 225 t BW 

Yearling Weight and 1W Observed 1W - tW 
Ac tuai age iiays 

Long-yearling 
weLht Yj1 and L1W (Observec'LYW - BW 

Actual age in days 

Suckling Gain 15 and SG W - BW 

Year1ir Gain Y6 and 1 W - 

Long-yearling Gain 1 and LYG LYW - BW 

Weaning-to - 
yearling-Gain Y8 and W-1G 'W - WW 

Weaning-to-long- 
yearling-Gain and W-L.G - WW 

?earling-to -long- 
yearling-Gain Y10 and Y-LYG LYW - 1W 

Designations herein used will oe used in all 3ubsequent 
tabular presentation for brevity sake. 
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therefore by tie factors affecting yearling weight and by the 

rei.t1onships between weaning-to-yearling gains ani yearling-to- 

1':ng-yeaT1ing a1ns. Actual gaine such as birth to weaning, i.e., 

suckling gains are indicative f genetic 8bility of the ca],! t 

grow a oÍ i*ternal environment . Suckling gaine ave exclusive 

of birth veight other than through catwative effects, if they 

are correlate' through maternal environment or thrugh enetiz 

interelat1on. Weaning-to-yearling gains, weaning-to-long-yearling 

gains arid yearling-to-long-yearling gains are exclusive of birth weight 

ai suckling gains, however they represent the egogenic /2 ability of' 

a cjlf 7C)W ar1 the environnental effect of' changing environments. 

Tie Cianging environmerts to wkiicn these anitils are subjected during 

tLese phases does not lead ne to expect uniftrui direction and magnitude 

c_ i]S 1fl all phases . Maternal influences affect these gains only 

t r u residual means or perhaDs in a netive way lue to the 

aite.aion f environmental regimes. Long-yearling sain Is the in 

f rm birth to long-yearling age exclusive of birth weight and is 

a corrosite of egogenic potential, maternai effects to weaning, a 

cc'mpensatory interrelations through the wintering and subsequent 

summer phases. 

tn "egogenic effect will refer to an expression of the 
egogenotype. 
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ÂI''ALXTICAL 1MODS 

Acknowledging the general difference in variances as well as the 

difference in rean values of growth traits between sexes, heifer an 

steer data were coìrbined for this study after appropriate corrections 

were made for mean differences in growth traits rxi for the differences 

in variances. The correction for sex is explained in greater detail 

subsequently. A discussion of methods of sex adjustment is presented 

in the literature review in the section on sex effects. 

The traits or growth phases which are deperiient on the genetic 

an:1 environmental forces operating in this herd are designated Ç. 

where L is the depexent trait ar w trait number as given in 

Table 1. The analysis of the data was conducted by the least squares 

method of estimatIon (i, p. 153-337). SjjuJtaneou equations associated 

with two .rimary models, each composed of 2 submodels, we solved to 
obtain estiniates of the contemporary environmental effects, and the 

presumed residual permanent effects. The e4uations associated with the 

primary models were solved separately for heifers and steers so that 

any interaction between sex and environment would not enter into the 

analysis. 

Contemporary Ervjrornenta1 Effects (ioctel A) 

For purposes of estimating the effect of conteniporary environment 

(ignoring permanent environmental effects and among-cow variation), 
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each observation on trait is assumed to be the sum of the influences 

or effect of the identifiable varihles as follows: Model A1 describes 

hlmok = + h + Aj + Cm + i'o + bjF + b5 + hlmok where 

1hlmok trait Cw of the kth calf 

a constant, common to al]. calves, analagous to the intercept 

on the ordinate when the effects of h = = Cm F = S = 

¿ero 

4 a constant for the hth year; i = 19147, ..., 1956. 

A1 a constant for the 1th age of darn; rn = 2, ..., lo. 

Cm = a constant for the effect of a cow' s having raised a calf 

or not having raised a calf in the previous year; m 1 or O, 

respectively. 

= a constant for the ot plane of nutrition; o 0, 1 axi 2, for 

erd plane 10 plane , and "high plane ', respectively. 

The effects are estimated only in the heifer group since ali 

steers were subjected only to the "herd plane". 

bF the partial regression coefficient of trait 1w on age of dam 

at first calving. 

F = age of cow at first calving; F 2, 3 or 

b the partial regression coefficient of trait on season of 

birth. 

s = season of birth; S = days from January 1 to birth. 

h1mok = error or failur of the above to estimate trait Y for the 

kth calf. 
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This linear combination of effects serves to measure the relative 

sources of contemporary envfroni,ertal variation affecting any one of 

the w traits. The common effect in this mathematical rrodel in.. 

clixies the basic similarity of the obseations due to the animals 

being of the same species and having been subjected to similar general 

environmental conditions, Year effects, J1 represent dissimilarities 

explicable in terms of differences among years in weather ar its effects 

on forage and foraging conditions. Changes in management practices 
are reflected in the year effects. The effects of age of dam, A1, are 

imparted as a result of differences among dams in physiological 

maturity associated with age and in conseouental differences in their 

ability to procure, assimilate ari aflocate their nutrient resources 

to maintenance, to lactation, to their on and to their caift growth, 

under existing environmental regimes. The effect of the darn having 

calved in a nrevious year, C, represents th.e probable advantage or 

disadvantage impOsed upon a calf whose darn raised a calf or failed to 

raise a calf in the previous year. Uy3er these rigorous environmental 

corditions calving ttskíps re quite frequent ari the reproductive 

rest rniit impart an advantage to a calf whose da urestedu by having 

failed to calve in the previous year. 

During the years, 1953. through l95 inclusive, a grou of heifers 

was allotted to each of two levels (high an3. low) of post-weaning 

winter nutrition for purposes of another experiment aid the balance 
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of the heifers was fed in the usu1 manner with the steers urier the 

inanagemental corxlitions ïrevious1y described . The high plane " group 

was fed to gain fron one to one and one-half pourds per day during 

the winter period while those on the '1low planeu were fed to gain 

from one-half to three.-fourths pound per day. The coritions, to 

which the "low plane" group was subjected, reasonably simulated those 

under thich the cow.. arx steer-herd are managed. In order to utilize 

these animals in these analyses, equations were included in the models 

to estimate the effect of plane of nutrition, N0, during the first 

winter. Obviously, the effects aro estimable only in the heifer group 

since the steers were aubjected only to the herd plane. 

Ao of dam at the time of first ca1. F, represents the probable 

effect, on the trait of the calf, of differences in ohysiological 

maturity of the cow, at the time she first calved, as a consequence 

of age differences. All cows in this herd calved either at 2, 3 or 

years of age or were eliminated. The economics of the age to first 

breed beifers is argumentative although it would hardly seem logical 

to retain a cow other than under experimental corxiitions that did not 

raise a calf by her third year. Nevertheless, the phenotypic effect 

on a calf resulting from different numbers of barren years migM be 

considerable and may not be accountable by correction for age of dai 

alone. Seaon of' btth. S, has beer shown to impart an effect on 

growth in given periods anc on compensatory relations of pains in. other 

periods. In these analyses the effect of season is expressed as the 

rate of change in the trait Y resttlting from progressive lapse of 
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time expressed as days from Janurr i of each year. The availability 

of forage relative to the time a calf was born may have been perhaps 

expressed both prenatally and postnatally. Therefore, the variation 

associated with season effect night account for deviations from 

linearity associated wi..th correcting weaning weiits for age by 

reession pethods. The effects pcuar to the fuxlivtdual animal, 

error, depending on the model , include addttive ai non-additive 

effects of herelity, the Lrobable sex-linkage effects, environmental 

effects ar. failure of the mathemaUcal rodel tc accurately estiate 

trait Y. 

TLe constants, re'ession coefficierts, analyses of variance, 

coefficients of variation ar1 coefficients of determination for model 

A1 are presented in Tables 2 ar 3 for steers and heifer s, repective1y. 

The error mear, souares in the analyses of variance estimate the 

variance ir) trait Y among calves with the eectation a a + 

where, with rarìom mating, the o should have the endeiian expectation 

of 1/14W clue to sires, 1/2 4 due to chance at mototic segregation 
and 1/4 due to dams, The expectation of the relationship among 

maternal haif-sibs is such, however, that the variance among dams 

(ag) wouicì hclixte 1/4 c + c f + o t + c t t and the probable 

covriances, uhere c, ¿ arz o are tha genetic, genetic maternal 

and permanent maternal variances according to Koch and Clark (35, p. 979); 

and prn is the rterporary termanent environmental effect indistin- 

guishable from the genetic-maternal effect, pm'' is the random permanent 



fab1e 2. Analyses of Variance and Least Squares Estimates of Certain Contemporary Environmental Effects 
on Growth Phases of Steers (Model A1). 

Estimates of the Effects in the Various Growth Phases 
Elfects studied Symbol BW WW 1W LYW SG 1G LYG W-YG W-LYG Y-LYG 
Comon effect ' 07.5* 34.l* 466.3* 013.1* 280.7* 398.9* 545.b* 118.2* 265.O 146.8* 

1947 _l1.5* -5O.O -21.7 -14.0 _38.4* -10.2 - 2.5 28.3* 359k 7.7 
1948 - 7.9k _3()* 2.7 - ó.O _45.l* 5.2 1.9 50.3* 47* _ 33 
1949 - 5.8* _ob.8* -27.o -1.4 -b1.O -21.d -12.5 39.2* 464* 9.2 

Years 1950 - 4.4 - 8.8 37.3 lá.l - 4.4 41.7* 20.5 46j* 24.9e -2l.2' 
1951 - 1.3 - 6.5 19.0 3O.S - 5.2 20.3 32.1* 25.5* 373* 11.8 
1952 - 6.4* .46.2* 9.ö 27.7 ..39.b* 16.1 34.1 S5.9 73.9e 18.0* 
1953 - 1.5 92.8* 735 90.2* 94* 75Q* 91.6* -19.2 - 2.6 16.6* 

1954 - 2.8 44.2* 117.5* 83.1* 47.0* 120.3* 85.9* 733* 38.9* ..344* 

1955 - 4.9 31.9* 100.7* 7O.O 3b.9* 105.7* 749* 68.8* 38.0k _38.0* 
195o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 4* 14.8 2.3 37.7 9.5 2.9 32.4* -12.4 22.9 35.3* 

4 5.8* 34.2* 13.4 34.9 28.4* 7.0 29.1 _20.8* .7 21.5* 
Age of dam 5 7.b* 39.2k 10.2 34.4 21.b 2.b 2b.8 19.0 5.2 24.2e 

b 7.2k 23.3 - .2 35.5 16.1 - 7.4 28.2 .23.5* 12.2 357* 
7 5.b* 19.1 -12.9 15.0 13.2 -16.d 9.7 -32.O - 3.5 5* 

8 8.2* 2d.7 4.b 34.9 20.5 - 3.b 2u.7 _24.2* 6.2 30.4* 
9 73* ld.2 - l.f 28.5 10.9 - 8.8 21.1 -19.b 10.3 29.9* 

lo 8.0* 10.2 - 4.5 24.4 2.2 -12.5 lb.5 -14.7 14.3 28.9* 
Dam calved last year 1 - 1.9 - l.b 10.0 5.0 .4 11.9 b.9 11.b 6.6 - 5.0 
Dam not calved last year 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i\ge of dam at first calf bF - .27 .79 - 1.79 - 7.01 l.Ob - 1.52 - 6.74 - 2.59 - 7.81 - 5.22 
Season of birth b .07b* - 0b3 - .417* - .329* - .138 - .492* - .405* - 354* - .267* .088 

Analyses of Variance 
Source dIE Sums of Squares - 

Total 389 29,175 1,791,447 1)933,803 1,845,170 1,610,379 1,777,767 1,659,313 740,179 752,043 410,784 
Regression 20 5,393 1,029,597 959,259 o83,472 956,600 931,804 639,033 335,756 181,767 157,583 
Redua1 3b9 23,782 7b1,850 974,544 1,161,698 o53,579 845,963 1,020,280 404,423 570,276 253,201 
R2 .185 .575 .49b .370 .594 .524 .385 .454 .242 .384 
Coefficient of Variation .107 .127 .112 .090 .148 .124 .09b .327 .150 .159 

Standard Deviation 8.0 45.4 51.3 56.0 42.0 47.8 52.5 33.1 39.3 26.2 

* Sinlficant at P(.05 
** g2 infers percentage of variation accounted for by regression due to effects studied. All significant at P.O5. 

'D 



Table 3. Analyses of Variance and Leact Squares Estimate. of Certain Contemporary Environmental Effect. 
on Growth Phacea of Heifer. (Model A1). 

Eatitnates of the Effect. in the Various Growth Phase. Effects studied Symbol BW WV '1W LYW SG YG LYG W-YG WLYG YLYG Couinon effect p 61.3* 344.9* 456.9* 584.1* 299.3* 395.6* 522.8* 116.1* 243.3* 127.2* 1947 _ 8.6* -10.4 -12.0 23.0 - 3.4 - 4.1 31.6* 2.8 33.0* 3.8* 
1948 - 4.5 -10.1 -13.4 24.5 - 6.0 - 8.9 29.0 - 3.3 34.6* 37.9* 
1949 - 3.3 _445* -50.4* 8.5 -40.6* _47.1* 5.1 - 5.7 36.2* 41.9* Years 1950 - 1.5 3.9 3.7 31.1* 4.8 5.2 32.6* .3 27.1* 27.4* 1951 - 1.2 -14.0 -41.3* 1.9 -11.9 _40.2* 3.1 27.1* 16.2 43.3* 
1952 _ 4.8 _39.2* -12.i 29.0 -27.9* _ 7.7 33.8* 28.4* 69.8* 41.3* 193 - 1.0 61.3* 13.9 58.2* 63.9* 16.9 59.2* _449* 2.7 42.3* 
1954 - .4 37.4* 77.8* 96.7* 397* 78.2* 97.1* 40.8* 59.7* 18.9* 1955 _ 44.6* 77.2* 72.6* 46.9* 777* 73.1* 33.1* 28.5 - 4.6 1956 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 5.2* 9.0 7.0 9.2 5.3 1.9 4.0 - 1.6 .6 2.2 4 7.2* 34.0* 31.0* 34.3* 26.3* 23.7 27.1 - 3.1 .2 3.4 
5 74* 28.7* 26.1 24.5 23.2 18.7 17.0 - 2.1 - 3.8 - 1.7 Age of dam 6 7.2* 28.8* 24.4 18.4 20.0 17.2 11.2 - 4.9 -10.8 6.0 
7 7.0* 30.1* 21.3 20.8 20.9 14.2 13.8 - 9.3 - 9.8 - .4 8 6.8* 34.1* 26.2 22.4 24.3* 19.4 15.6 - 8.5 -12.4 - 3.8 9 6.4* 30.5* 34.3* 29.2 21.0 28.0 ¿2.8 3.0 - 2.2 - 3.2 10 79* 19.7 32.1 29.6 9.2 24.2 21.7 11.7 9.2 - 2.5 Dam calved last year i 2.0 -10.3 -14.2* -17.5* _ 73 -12.2 _b.5* 3.6 - 6.9 - 3.3 Dam not calved last year O o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Herd plane of nutrition O _ 2.9* _50.2* _50.9* _445* _447* 48.0* _41.6* 0.0 6.4 6.4 Low plane of nutrition I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 High plane of nutrition 2 .4 1.43 48.7* 374* 2.0 49.1* 37.9* 473* 36.0* _11.3* Age of dam at first calf bF .32 6.42 8.26 6.82 2.52 7.94 6.50 .90 - .4 - 1.44 Season of birth b5 .082* .038 - .193 - .152 - .211* .275* _ .234* .178* _ .138 .041 

Analyses of Variance 
Source d/f Sums of Squares 
Total 416 29,740 1,634,220 2738,594 2,349,857 1,430,788 2,564,102 2,156,935 1,083j09 1,048,845 412,245 Regression 22 5,429 957,994 1,790,515 1,143,125 877,780 1,709,429 1,079,910 456,453 215,132 131,011 Residual 394 24,311 676,226 948,079 1,206,732 553,008 854,673 1,077,025 626,656 833,713 281,234 .182 .586 .654 .486 .613 .667 .500 .421 .205 .318 Coefficient of Variation .111 .122 .111 .092 .138 .125 .099 .391 .117 .169 Standard Deviation 7.85 41.42 49.05 55.33 37.46 46.57 52.28 39.87 45.99 26.71 
* Significant at M.05 
** R2 infers percentage of variation accounted for by regression due to effects studied. \l1 significant at P< .0. 

.1:- 
o 



environmental effect residual from granddams arxi pa"' is the fixed 

permanent environmental effect residual from anddams such that 

+ 1D + Pmtl = Pin 

The observations of trait Y. (whore w was limited to 1, ..., 7) 

were adjusted within-sex, by virtue of the separate 7nalyses for the 

effects estimated by the constants and reession coefficients for 

subsequent use in obtaining variances. The data on traits Y, Y9 arri 

lO which are weaning-to-yearling gains , weaning-to-long-yearling 

gains arrl yearling-to-long-yearling gains, respectively, were not 

treated in the analyses of sub-models 2 and 3, which are yet to be 

discussed, because of limitations in computer facilities. The age- 

adjusted traits 1, ..., 7 of each irrilvidual calf were adjusted for 

the estimated environmental influences such that the adjusted value 

(w) for the trait w is; YwC = Wa L bjXj where 1wa refers to the 

age-adjusted value of trait w as described in Table 1; bj refers to 

the constants and regression coefficients which estimate the environ- 

mental influences ; arri i i , . . , n, 'there n is the number of 

ixxepethent variables (X1), of which there were 21 for steers and 23 

for heifers in model A, and 29 for steers and 3]. for heifers in 

model J. 

;then the solutions to the equations estimating the effects 

affecting heifors, were obtained it became apparent that the heifers 

aflotted to the "high plane and "low plane" oups were not randomly 

aflotted to these groups, rather they were selected from the "top end" 



of the heifer grou;s. mi5 was further apparent by there being 

sigrificant differences between the birth weights, weaning weights, 

yearling weights and long-yearling weights , suckling gains , yearling 

gains anzi. long-yearling gains of the "herd plane grout an1 the "low 

plane r but not so between those of the low plane" ar1 "high 

lanu groups. Conversely, significant differences existed between 

the traits of the "low plane " aixi "high plane ' groups which were 

affected by plane of winter nutrition; naniely weaning-to-yearling 

gain, weaning-to-long-yearling gain, yearling-to-long-yearling gain, 

yearling weight, long yearling weight, yearling gain arid long yearling 

gain. Since, however, the weaning-to-yearling gains, weaning-to-long- 

yearling gains ar yearling-to-long-yearling gains were not signifi- 

cantly different between the low plane" aod "herd plane" oups it 

was inferred that the significant differences which existed in the 

several traits between these two groups must be largely due to pro- 

ductive differences in the dau of these animals or to their own 

genetic differences. The on],y adjustments niade for plane of nutrition 

were in traits Y3, Y), 16, Y7 where the differences between the "low 

plane" and "high plane" ous were subtracted from each individual 

in the "high plane group Had traits Y8 and Y been StX1ied in 

sub-models 2 arx 3, the difference between the "low planefl and "high 

plane" would have been subtracted from the high plane, too. 

As becomes evident from examining Tables 2 and 3 (pp. 39 axil 1O), 

the coefficients of variation of the two sexes were similar after 



renova1 of the reession associated with both de1s A1 ax l3-j, for 

aU traits (!) except weaning-to-yearling gain ( ) arì of weaning- 

to-long-yearling gain (Y9) . With the coefficients of variation be- 

tween sexes being sircilar in trait5 1, ..., 7, adjustment of ì-eifer 

data to a steer Uasi sinply required multiplicative adustrnent 

according to the meth1 of I4ason . (L5, 6 p. ) . Each observation 

of a heifer's trait (YW0) was multiplied by the ratio 3/H where S ar 

Tr the means of the trait being considered for steers arxì heifers, 

respectively. The factors by which the phenoty4c value (ÏWC) of each 

trait of a heifer was multiplied for adjustment to a steer basis were: 

birth weight, 1.06; weaning weight, 1.05; yearling weight, 1.0k; long 

yearling weight, l.OLf; suckling gain, 1.05; yearling gain, 1.03; ar 

long yearling gain, l.04. 

After adjusting for the environmental effects anì for the dif- 

ferences between sexes, model A1 takes the form Ç + for each 

here is the inìividual calf ax is the error with the 

expectation described on page 38. 

iodel A2 redefines the value of each trait of the indvidua1 calf 

such that :jk = k + dj + jk' where dj is the effect of a calf being 

from the th cow; j = 1, ..., 250. The main differences among cows 

inc]ìes the repeatability of cow performance, anl those permanent 

environmental effects such a birth year of duii, injuries aixl per- 

nLaneiit effects of indistinguishable source. Thus the variance of the 

effect of a calf being from cow can be partitioned from total 

variance, arx repeatability of cow performance can be estimated by the 
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intra-class correlation. Repeatability is es'tiiated by the ratio 

2 
from the analyses of variance as defined by Keinpthorne 

+ 

L6, p. 231). 

The expectations of the mean squares of trait f (w 1, . .., 7) 

aondam subclasses in model A2 were obtained by the method described 

by cexnptborne (26, p. 236_2L.3) azti are shown in Table 5 (p. 5). In 

order to compare the results of the analyses of sub-model 2 and sub- 

model 3, which is yet to be described and which is an hierarchical 

classification which inclx1es the aiuong..dam classification, the among- 

darn expectations are derived by pooling the among-'anddam and the 

among-dam-in-'ardam variances in sub-model 3 both variances being 

shown in Table k (p. 1+5) ihe among-dam variance (ag) in the model A2 

should have the expectation 1/If + J + at + ci + c7 , . The 

error mean square, that is, the variance among offspring within dams 

should have the expectation a 3/+ a + o as previously 

indicated (p. 7). 

Io measure the combined genetic effects and random permanent 

effects peculiar to anddam, g, an equation was further incltJed in 

rrodel A2 giving model A3. Thus account is taken of the variance among 

granddains (oh) where is the genio and maternal difference reflected 

in trait of calvas from tne jth anddam; i 1, ..., 165. The 

change causes a' of sub-model 2 to be reflected as Obg the variation 

among cows-uitziin-grarddams, and a, the variation among granddams. 

Therefore model À S expressed as Xijk -- i -- 
dj + 



Table i. Analysis of Variance 1odel For AU Traits in 
Sub-ode1 3 of Primary Models A arxl B. 

Source of Variance d/f Fxpected ean Square 

Among Granddas t 1614. a2 + K1 o' + K2 
- g g 

Among Darns in Graxxldams I 85 + Kf Og 

Among calves in Darns in 
Urardams 

Kl=, [ fl2ij_L 
J rit 1i 

K2 = [ N _ j 

Kj = 4, [ N _ n2ii j 
a tin1 

557 cr 

fl2jj J 13.18 

= 4.87 

= 13.30 

Table 5. Analysis of Variance Model for AU Traits in 
Sb..Node1 2 of Primary Models A ath B. 

Source of Variance dJf , Expected Mean Square 

Among Dams 249 + K 

Among Calves within Ims 557 

K = g'K1 + d'I(j ''2 = 3.21 g'+dt g'+d' 
g'K1+d'Kj g'K2 cj 

g' 4- d' g g' + 

where the values are obtained from Table 4 arxi have the same 
meaning as in Table 4. The deees of freedom in Table 4 are 
designated and for among-granddarns ar for among-darns-in- 
grandams , respectively. 



This regres3ion model describes the expectation of the mean scjuires 

for sub-model it whgre ijk the observation of trait Ç on tYe kth 

calf from the jth darn whose darn in turn was 'anddam i. The expecta- 

tions of the sums of squares anong andda subclasses were obtained as 

indicated in Table L (p 5). The variances arid repeatability 

estjirtes obtained from this model shc,uld differ from those in model A2 

to the extent of the effect of' i/i6 , since the variance of 

dam-within-,rarKidarns (o ) shc'uld be 3/16 + + ç2 G2 i 
g Cm kn Pm 

Uonteorary vironmenta1 Effects with Age of (anddaxn Mjusted 
el B) 

Considering the logic involved in model A1 it may be surmised 

that through inclusion of suitable equations it may be ascertained 

whether age of 'arìdam - a fixed effect (cj,, t t ) of permanent environ- 

mental nature -- might exert a residual effect on calves throug)i the 

effect it may have had on their dams. This fixed portion of presumed 

variance was measured by adding the equation Rq bere R is the residua]. 

prTnan?nt effect associated with the gth age p 'axtdam and q = 2, .., 
10. The presumable effect is the eression of a residual effect of 

e:r'ironment which is shown in calves as a result of their dams having 

been subjected to different eiwironmental rigors by having been born 

to dams of various ages. Thus model i is obtained ihich differs from 

model A1 by the removal of i t i . Node]. i3 describes 

h1moqk P + Rq + h + A1 + + N0 + bFF + b3S + h]ioqk' where R is 

the effect described above and all other effects are descrIbed for 

model A1. 



Table 6. Analyses of Variance and Least Square. Estimate. of Certain Contenorary Environmental Effect. 
on Growth Phases of Stees with sge of Ganddam djusted (Model B1). 

Estimates of the Effect. in the Vairou. Growth Pha.ea _______________________________ 
_________________ 

Effects studied Symbol BW WW N LYW SG YG LYG W-YG W-LYG Y-LYG 
Couinon effect 67.0* 326.2* 421.8* 569.1* 259.3* 3549* 502.2* 95.6* 242.9* 147.3* 

1947 -11.5* _5ØØ* -21.1 -11.6 _38.5* 97 - .1 28.9* 38.4* 
1948 - 8.2* .51.8* 2.0 .1 -43.6* 10.2 8.3 53.8* 51.9* - 1.9 
1949 - 5.7 .68.6* -25.7 -14.8 -62.9* -20.1 - 9.2 42.8* 537* 10.9 

Years 1950 - 4.5 - 8.2 40.2* 21.4 - 3.7 447* 25.9 48.4* 29.6* _18.8* 
1951 - 1.6 - 7.3 21.1 36.6* 5.7 22.7 38.2* 28.4* 439* 15.5 
1952 - 6.9* -48.9 8.3 29.5 -42.0* 15.2 36.5* 57.2* 78.4* 21.2* 
1953 - 1.8 916* 73.2* 92.7* 934* 75.0* 945* -18.4 1.1 19.5* 
1954 - 3.3 43.6* 116.8* 86.2* 46.9* 20.2 89.5* 733* 42.6* _30.7* 
1955 - 6.0* 30.0 95.3* 68.5* 36.0* 101.3* 745* 65.3* 5* _26.8* 
1956 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 55* 15.0 4.1 39.5 9.6 - 1.3 34.1* -10.9 24.5* 354* 
4 6.2* 344* 14.8 35.4 28.3* 8.7 29.2 -19.6 1.0 20.6* 

Age of dam 5 8.0* 30.9* 14.7 38.1 22.9* 6.7 30.1 -16.3 7.2 23.4* 
6 74* 24.0 2.0 36.7 16.6 - 5.4 29.3 _22.1* 12.7 34.8* 
7 6.7* 21.0 - 8.4 17.1 14.3 -15.1 10.4 -29.4* _ 39 25.5* 
8 8.9* 31.1* 12.2 41.0 22.2 3.3 32.1 -18.9 9.9 28.9* 
9 8.2* 18.9 2.9 29.2 10.8 5.2 21.1 -16.0 10.3 26.3* 
10 9.1* 11.2 1.6 27.3 2.1 7.6 18.2 - 9.7 16.1 25.8* 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 - 1.1 375* 41.0* 38.9* 38.5* 42.1* 4ØØ* 3.6 1.4 - 2.1 
4 - .2 15.8 32.0* 27.7 16.0 32.2* 27.9 16.2 11.9 - 4.3 

Age of granddam 5 .9 17.3 5.5 15.3 16.4 24.6 14.4 8.3 - 2.0 -10.2 
6 - 1.2 13.3 35.2* 36.3* 14.5 36.3* 375* 21.9* 23.0* 1.2 
7 1.0 23.5 34.4* 29.7 22.5 334* 28.7 11.0 6.2 - 4.7 
8 .8 18.2 374* 39.0* 17.4 36.6* 38.2* 19.2 20.8 1.7 
9 2.9 26.3 51.3* 41.0* 23.5 48.4* 38.1* 24.9* 14.6 -10.3 

10 0.0 28.8 37.9* 4Ø3* 28.8* 379* 40.3* 9.1 11.5 2.4 
Dam calved last year i - 2.0 - 2.2 8.6 4.0 - .2 10.6 6.0 10.8* 6.2 - 4.6 
Dam not calved last year 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Age of dam at first calf b .05 1.63 1.52 - 3.90 1.68 1.57 - 3.85 - .11 - 5.53 - 54* 
Season of birth bs .071* - .066 - .440* - .336* - .137 - .513* - .407* - .376* - .270* .105 

Analyses of Variance 
Source d/f Sums of Squares 
Total 389 29,175 1,791,447 1,933,803 1,845,170 1,6l0379 1,777,767 1,659,313 740,179 752,043 410,784 
Regression 28 5,897 1,054,526 1,028,830 717,956 978,161 960,345 674,367 352,961 207,548 164,394 
Residual 361 23,316 736,921 904,973 1,127,214 632,218 817,422 984,946 387,218 544,495 246,390 
R2* .202 .589 .532 .389 .607 .540 .406 .477 .276 .400 
Coefficient of Variation .107 .126 .109 .090 .148 .124 .095 .324 .146 .159 
Standard Deviation 8.04 45.18 50.07 55.90 41.85 47.59 52.23 32.75 38.85 26.12 

* Significant at P(.05 
** R2 infers percentage of variation accounted for by regression due to effects studied. Ail significant at P(.05. 



Table 7. Analyses of Variance and Lealt SQuares Estimate, of Certain Conteiorary Environnntal Effect. 
on Growth Phases of Heifers with Age of Granddam Adju8ted (Model B1). 

Estimates of the Effect. in the Various Growth Tha.e. 
Effects studied Sybo1 BW WW N LYW SG YG LYG W-YG W-LYG '1-LTG 
Cotrinon effect p 61.8* 351.3* 456.1* 571.6* 304.7* 3943* 509.9* 108.8* 224.3* 115.5 

1947 - 8.7* _ 8.6 - 9.1 29.9 - .2 - .5 38.6* .6 38.4* 39Ø* 
1948 - 4.2 - 8.8 - 9.9 32.1 - 3.6 - 5.6 36.3* _ 9 41.1* 41.9* 
1949 - 3.2 -42.4* _479* 2.6 -37.2* -.7* .6 - 5.0 40.3* 453* 

Years 1950 - 1.4 4.4 6.0 36.0* 6.4 7.4 374* 1.7 31.7* 30.0* 
1951 - 1.1 -10.1 -38.2* 8.3 - 6.9 _37.1* 9.4 -27.5* 19.0 46.5* 
1952 - 4.8 ..353* _ 9.4 353* -22.6 - 4.7 40.1* 28.0* 72.7* 44.8* 
1953 - .7 67.1* 20.9 66.8* 70.7* 21.5 67.5* _454* 5 46.5* 
1954 - .4 40.2* 797* 100.9* 434* 80.1* 101.2* 40.3* 61.5* 21.1* 
1955 - .5 50.4* 82.5* 80.0* 53.8* 83.0* 5* 32.8* 30.4* _ 2.4 
1956 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 53* 6.2 8.0 9.5 2.2 2.6 4.2 2.1 3.6 1.6 
4 7.3* 31.2* 32.3 354* 23.5* 25.0 28.1 .9 4.0 3.1 
5 74* 23.3 24.4 21.4 17.3 17.1 14.0 1.6 - 1.5 - 3.1 

Age of darn 6 7.2* 24.9 24.0 18.2 16.1 17.0 11.0 - 1.2 - 7.2 - 6.0 
7 7Q* 24.5 19.1 17.9 14.9 12.1 10.9 - 6.1 - 7.2 - 1.2 
8 6.7* 25.0 22.5 17.5 15.0 15.8 10.8 - 3.4 - 8.3 - 5.0 
9 6.6* 23.8 32.7 28.3 13.9 26.1 21.7 8.1 3.7 - 4.4 

10 79* 13.6 30.7 28.7 2.8 22.8 20.8 16.4 14.4 - 2.0 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 - .1 17.5 1.4 13.4 16.9 1.5 13.5 -16.4 - 4.4 12.0 
4 - 1.4 - 6.7 0.0 3.5 - 6.6 1.4 4.8 6.4 9.8 3.5 

Age of granddam 5 .9 4.1 5.3 16.4 3.1 4.4 15.5 1.2 12.3 11.1 
6 - .9 -12.9 -11.5 - 5.2 -13.6 -10.7 - 4.3 1.0 7.3 6.3 
7 .7 -13.0 - 6.3 2.4 -15.1 - 6.9 1.8 6.4 15.1 8.7 
8 - .4 - 1.6 .3 5.9 - 2.3 .7 6.3 1.6 7.2 5.6 
9 .1 - 1.4 7.0 23.8 1.7 6.8 23.7 9.2 26.0 16.8 

10 1.2 11.5 21.9 33.9 9.1 20.8 32.8 10.1 22.1 12.0 
Dam calved last yeaz i - 2.0* 8.0 -12.4 -15.7* _ 49 10.4 -13.7 - 4.1 - 7.4 - 3.3 
Damnot calved last year O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
Herd plane of nutrition O - 2.9* -46.8* _493* 42.1* -41.1* -46.4* _39.2* .. 1.7 5.5 7.2 
Low plane of nutrition 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
High plane of nutrition 2 .3 5.8 51.3* _4Ø7* 6.3 51.6* 41.0* 45.6* 35.1* _10.5* 
Age of darn at first calf bF .24 5.01 7.09 6.40 1.32 6.85 6.16 1.19 .50 - .69 
Season of birth bs .078* - .066 - .199 - .178 - .237* - .277* - .256* - .158 - .136 .021 

Analyses of Variance 

Total 416 29,740 1,634,220 2,738,594 2,349,857 l,430788 2,564,102 2,156,935 1,083,109 1,048,844[2S 
Regression 30 5,671 998,208 1,816,141 1,186,561 919,458 l732,844 1,119,694 476,980 239768 13707l 
Rsidual 386 24,069 636,012 922453 1,163,296 511,440 831,258 1,03724l 606,129 809,077 275,174 
R' .191 .611 .663 .504 .643 .676 .519 .440 .228 .332 
Coefficient of Variation .112 .119 .110 .093 .134 .125 .098 .389 .176 .169 
Standard Deviation 7.89 40.58 48.88 55.69 _6.38 46.39 51.82 39.61 45.77 26.69 

* Sgnificant at P(-.05 
** R infer, percentage of variation accounted for by regression due to effect. studied. All significant at F<.0. 
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Ir Tables 6 and. 7 the resulting constants, re'ess1on coeffIcients, 

analyses of variance, coefficients cf determination a coefficients of 

vriation are presented for steers and heifers, respectively. Herein 

again the data were handled separately for helfers ar steers as in 

nodel A1, and adustrnent of individual data in traIts 1, ,.. 7, for 

the effects in model B and for sex was described for mode? A. 

Incorporation of equatIons into model B1 to determine i) the 

ef'pcts of the jt dazì (i), and 2) the effect of the 1th gtandd (4f) 
and thus the effect of the 11th damwithingranddam (c ) modifies 

g 
model B1 such t1at model B2 and model B3, respectively, result. ode]. 

132 defines Yj = + d 
+ 

as does model A2. 

The exrectation of the estimated mean squares among darn subclasses 

_fl model B2 are the same as in model A2 (Table 5 ) except that the 

expectation of the variance among cows (4) for model B2 should be 

1/14. c + 4 + 4a1 + 4nI t I since t I has been removed in the 

estIiation of the effects of age of granddam. 

Model B3 has the value ijk = + g1 + d1 + Ijk and has the 

expectation of the mean squares among-anddarn subclasses similar to 

model A3 but the variance among-clams-with±n-grarddams (crj ) should 

have the expectation 3/16 a2 y2 + a t . Again the variance among 
g m Pm 

granddams (o ) should be 1/8 o + o ,, (p. ó). g1 Li 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Contemporary Environmental Effects (Mdel A1) 

The effects of' contemporary environment on various traits of 

heifers and steers were measured and are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 

They are presented in the portion on analytical methods since 

part of' the ustification for treatment of the data in sub-models 

2 and 3 was dependent on the results presented in these tables. 

Influence of Years 

The influence of years needs to be considered only grossly 

since they were estimated only to compare the growth phases of 

cattle on a withtn-year basis by adjustment to a common year. 

Generally speaking aelection of replacement livestock is done on a 

within-year basis. The effects of years foUowed a pattern of' 

progressive improvement in all traits -- with individual yearly 

variat,ious which characterize the uncertain nature of desert ranch- 

ing. Birth weights, for example, were 11.5 pounds greater among 

steers and 8.6 pounds greater in heifers in 1956 than in ].97. 

Weaning weights were 50 pounds greater in steers and lo pounds 

greater in heifers in 1,56 than in l7. In the same year corn- 

pansons, steers were l4 pounds heavier and heifers were 23 

pounds lighter as long-yearlings in 1956 . The years 1952, 1953, 

l951 and 1955 were superior, however, to 1556 in weaning, yearling, 

and long-yearling weights, re-emphasizing the yearly variation and 
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uncertainty. The improvement in the later years over the earlier 

ones is consistent with the irovement in management practices 

which have been initiated n the experimental range . These 

yearly differences bore similar gnites relative to each other 
among heifers as they did among steers. Certain owth traits 

varied more markedly with respect to years tn did others as a result 
of compensation or decompensation for growth in preceding 

growth phases. 

Crnpensation describes the phenomenon in which an animal 

grws at an accelerated rate in an inroved environmental regime 

to make up for deprivation in a previous growth phase during which 

the env ironinent was lesa adequate. Dec ompensat Lan, conversely, 

describes a deceleration in growth rate in a growth phase 

subsequent to one in which rapid growth had been enjoyed by the 

individual. This problem is discu8sed subsequently in greater detail. 

Influence of Age or Dein 

Age of dam differences which reflect the physiological maturity 

or immaturity of the producing abilitIes of cows are directly 

expressed in birth weights and in suckling gains of their calves. 

Any other expression of age of dam influences f necessity bears 

relation to these two phases. The effects (Tables 2 and 3) of age 

of dam on birth weights of both heifers and steers indicate that once 

a cow has attained three years of age she is fully able to provide 

a gestational environment equal to fully mature cows. Calves from 
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two-year-old ec.ws were 5 . 2 and 5 . 1 pours 1ihter at birth than 

those in the age group with the next lightest birth weihtß of 

calves. In ireetiug their intenance ar1 growth requirements, 

two-year-old cows are 1es able to siu1taneous1y prmote the 

p:'enatal growth of their calves to the same extent as mature cows. 

On the -ther ha1, the calves from ten-year-old cows were the 

heavie3t at birth (7.) and. 8.0 pounds heavier than two-year-olds) 

of all the age groups except eight-year-lds though the weights 

were not significantly greater than those of any group except the 

two-year-old . Presumably, genetic time-treis ar selection 

practices are expes3ed in the ten-year-old cows. 

The influence of progressive maturity aM seriesence are more 

clearly cxemplifed in the suckling ins of calves from cows of 

various ages . The calves from tw year-old cows averaged approximately 

20 pouMs less in suckling in than those from the e tn the 

mature age gr:ups . Three-year-old cows produced heifer calves 

which had. .5 paunis greater azi steer calves which had 5.3 poueds 

greate: suckling inz than did th;se from two-year-old cows . These 

greater gains in calves from three-year-old cows, incidentally, were 

n:t significantly different from those of the calves from two-year- 

old cows. The difference in both analyses does suggest a definite 

trend, however, the full extent of which is obscured perhaps by 

the fact that not all cows calved as two-year-olds and perhaps the 

genetically 3uperior or those endowed with a superior environment 
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up to the age of puberty ae tho5e beIng crnpared as two-year-aids 

with the less productive cows calving first as tnree-year-olds. 

The suckling sains of calves from fou. -yei -oid cows were significantly 

different fron those fror two-year-aids in both the heifer and 

steer analyzes (26.5 and 28.4 pcuMs, respectively). Heifer calves 

from eight-year.old cows were also significantly different (2J-i-.5 

p-)unds ) fran those two-year-old cows . The values for the other 

mature age groups c:tnpared to two-year-aids were nly slightly 

below those for significance at P< .05. In the steer analysIs, 

calves frc nine-year-old cows showed a declìne in suckling in 

in comìarison to that shown by the heifers. In both analyses, 

the suckling gains of calves from ten-year-'ld cows were decidedly 

hel&:T those f the other irture groups. HeiÍ'ers from ten-year-old 

Cows ined only 9 pounds more and steers gained only 2 pounds 

more, on the average, t1n those from two-year-old cows. 

In digressIng to enlarge on these differences, it was apparent 

thct the grest.est suckling gains in both heifers and steers were 

achieved by calves from four-year-old cows. There is no apparent 

logic upon which to explain this effect since an attet was 

rnade to remove the influence on production of cows having calved 

or not calved in the previous year. The data from this station 

(21t, 22 p.) show that cows which calve first as two-year-olds 

tend to calve later in the season of their third year or to 

skip a year in production, then calve again in their fourth year. 

Also, they show that those cows which calve as two-year-olds 
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are tì-cse which weae heaviest at that age . If the cows which 

calve as t'wo-year-olds are those with the greatest genetic 

pzteitia1 producing abiltty, and if an advantage did. exist tri 

skipp:n; a \rear iii production, then when these cows do produce 

as fcur-year-olds, they might express both their genetic ability 

and the response of skipping a year in Droductiori. It nay be due 

, this iiterre1ation of effects that a superiority is reflecteci for 

tiLLs ae :up. It is noteworthy, though n explanation is 

apparent, t1at the data (unpublished) irxìicate that f Ive -year-old 

cows a:e represented to a lesser extent ao dams arxl dec Ideclly less 

as arddam thar. are three-, four-, six-, seven-, and eight-year- 

old cows. 

Finally, ae c darn efíect3 which were expressed were most 

apparent in suckling ga.ns of calves . These data do not substantiate 

the bulk )Í the literature with respect t an increase in producing 

ability of cows from two to eight years of age with a subsequent 

decline. Rather it can be iiìferred that the cows attained tture 
producing ability at four years f age and maintained a plateau 

of production until ritne years cf ase, after which a decline became 

apparent. The advantage enjoyed at bIrth by calveo born to 

ten-year-old cows was reduced by weaning time by virtue of their 

su2klin gains bei 1e38 than those .f calves from the four- 

thrcuh nine-year-old oups. The pex'foince of old cows in 

prcvidi a superior gestational envirornent and then provìdin 

a less abu1art post-natal environment bears out the contention 
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that lactation i a more thait1c burden than pregnancy. It 1ei5a 

to inference that eu1rg seneßence is initially characterized by 

decreate In milking abiity. The influence of age of an was stili 
apparent in year1in axi Ln long-yearling wetght8 aiìi gaine )f 

heiÍer froTn two- ai three-year-old COW$ ai. In long-yearling 

weights and ins in steer3 fron o-year-1d cows . It is felt, 

hcwever, that the estimates for age f darn n heLfers might reflect 

certain e'rr3 in post-weaning traits 3ue to separate estirnation of 

the influence of "l plane" and "herc piane" nutriton gous 

which ras icus3ed in the methods 3ection, and. which is yet tD be 

discu3sed in greater detaIl. The effect of e of da]n on gains in 

the post-weaning periods are more effectively discussed in the 

subsequent section n conenaatori growth. 

Influence of a Cowts Bving Raised or Not Raised a Calf in the 
The P:eiicus Year 

The effect of cow's having calved r not calved in the 

previous year presents an interesting feature (Tables 2 and 3). 

The influence on birth weight was consistent ifl the steer and 

heifer analyses in that calves born to cows which ra:tseu a calf 

in the previous year were 2 pounds lighter at birth than those 

frein cows which did not raise a calf . In both cases, the 

estites were only s1ightly below the value at which they would 

have beer. significant at P< .05. The effects on suckling in 

were not significant in either sex group. The average steer 
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Wh:3C amn raíse'î a cal:r in th previ :. u year iras 0.4 pound heavier 

than the one who3e darn did. not raise a calf . That is, the cow 

a3 able to pr3vide a t-rata1 environment which together with 

the calf ' inherent oth potetia]. allowed c3rnpenatioia in growth 

dii the uck1ir period Zr envirozmnta1 retardation which 

occurred pre-natafly. Among heifers, however, th calves frcni 

cows which raised a calf in the previou. year were 7 .3 pounds 

lighter tk:an their contrast group ìndicatin teat either 

i) heifers do not poses the recuperative rnechaniin inherent in 

stee:s 3i 2) that the effect in heLfers is obscured th the 

adjustment for plane of' nutrition efecta . Thi2 uegative effect 

Ii heifers, whose davis raiBed a calf in the previous year, i 

Contlijuous throu:i aLi weLhts a5. ins . Conversely, in the 

weaning-to-year1in phase in the 3ter group the gains were 11.6 

pÚus greater among th$e whoee dai had rai3ed a calf, whereas in 

the succeeding period -- year1in-to-1ong-year1ing -- their airis 

were 5 pounds less thau the contrasting group in'iìcatirg a 

decoensation 1i sain follow Lig the peri'ds in which the 

enviroetita1 retardation in birth veihts were compensated. 

Irfluence of Age of m at First Calvthg 

The ae of the dati at the time :Ln which she first calved dïd 

not impart a significant nor meaiaingL'ul if1uence on any of the 

grzwth phases studied. In the steer analysis, the estintes -- 
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none of which were significant -- f the influence ol' this source of 

variation indicated that cows that first-calved later in life 

would bave calves whleh were lighter at bIrth (-.27 pou per 

year of age of darn), uined sl:'.g}t1y nore during the stk1ing 

period (i.6o puë pe: ,rer ae f can), gairei iss in the 

pot-weaxìirig peri and. t:ely attained 11hter fr.l we1hts 

(-r.oi pund per year of ae cf dmn). Cor .. sistently opposte 

reu1t were obtained in the heifer aialys1s, iii that ca1ve 

from cciws that f1rst-calve later In life gave birth to calves of 

aliglitly heavier birth weight (.32 pound per year of age of darn), 

Sligi2ti.y heavier sucklirg sain (2.52 pour1s per year cf age of darn), 

arc 1axer lon-jcaling veight3 (6 .62 pows per year cf age of darn) 

tLzn t1e frorn cw that first-ea1vec earlier. The estirnatcs 

arc presented in Tables 2 a 3 arI their lack of significance 

prec1te iuference as to their rieaning. If, h'wever, the estintea 

i;3 the steer anaiyeb are to be re'ded rneaninu1. it ry be that 

the dfffe.'ent effect .L heifers arIses from heifer that were 

frcm older cows being in the "herd plane" of ntrtrttion groir and 

that the iiiflueoce f age at first calf is c'bscured by another 

variable. II' the efficiency crnplex were in realtty a uni- 

directw1 entity, then one would expect cws which first-calve later 

in life to be genetically less productive in gro-th, lactation 

and fertility and to transmit this lower productive potential to 

the offspring. 



Influence of' Season of Birth 

Season of birth vas expressed in this analysis as the 

number of days which lapsed i .. January 1 to the birth date of 

the calf. Witr. ;e pasagc- oi each additional day from the base 

date, tiere was assocae a averae of .08 pound increase in 

birth weit, in b . ' stees aii íLeifefs (Tables 2 a 3). These 

same steers and heiers experieiced a diminution in suckling ins 

of . 14 and .21 pound, re8pectively, for each day which elapsed from 

January 1 to the da ce of ireir birth. In the weaning-to-yearling 

phase steers gained .3 pound less and heifers gained. .18 pound lesa 

per day for eac uay they were later in birth. In the yearling-to- 

long-yearling pnase iue gaine vere .09 pound greater in steers and 

.Oi4 pound greater in ueifers ior each later day of birth. Iii te 
post-weaning period tLìe escirnates f o.c heifers wore a1ost exactly 

half :be ognitude of those for Leers. To infer whether this is 

due to differences in the compensatory niecharìiams in the two sexes 

or to trie effect of the plane of nutrition, would be corecture. 

Influence cf Plane of Nutrition 

The influences uf planes of nutrition from the weaning-to- 

yearling posse were eaured in heifers only, since al]. steers vere 

manaded under the 'herd planeu, as has been discussed earlier. The 

estìrí2tes are presented in Table 3 . 
The todel estirting the 

environmental effects for heifrs ias been ill-defined a lt 

was pointed out earlier. The nodel was designated with t:e 



impression that heiÍ'ers bad been randomly chosen for the "high 

and low" plane groups from the available animals, and that the 

effects might be sufficient to categorize he individuals into 

a "high plane" group, a "low plane" group, and the residual "ierd 

plane" group. The solution to the equations in the model 

(Tables 2 and 3 ) revealed, however, that 1 ) tke heifers allotted 

to the "hg' and "low" plane groups were those neaviest at 

weaning ar1 that 2) there was no difference in tne post weaning 

gain phases (weaning-to-yearling, weaning-to-long-yearling and 

yearling-to-long-yearling) in the "herd plane " and "low la" groups. 
The significant differences between the "herd plane" and "low plane" 

groups Ln weigts and total gains (suckling gains, yearling cain 

and long-yearling gain) are tiìougit to be due to productivity 

differences of' the dams, to differential environmental impositions 

on the animals in the two oups, and to differences in inherent 

&owth capabilities of these animals. However, the differences in 

post-weaning weights and ins between tbe "igh" and "lnw" plane 

groups are due to imposed nutritional differences and to Le 

compensatory effect resulting from the impositions. The differences 

between the "low" and "!igh" plane groups in pre-weaning trait8 -- 

suckling in and weaning weigt -- were not greater than those due 

to chance. In the posi-weaning phases, the "high plane" group 

exceeded the "li plane" group by 47.3 pounds in weaning-to--yearling 

gain, 1.1.9.1 pounds in yearling gain, 48.7 pounds in yearling weigot, 

36.0 pounds in weaning to long-yearling gain, -11.3 pounds in 
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yearling to long-yearling gain, 37.9 pounds in long-yearling gain, 

and u1tinate1y, 37. pounds in long-yearling weight. The 

decompensation for the advantage enjoyed by the "high plane" group 

in the weaning-to-yearling phase is evident in the lessened gains 

in the yearling-to-long-yearling phase. 

Compensatory Growth Relationahips 

One of the most important aspects which emerged from tue 

solution to the equations in these models in the relationships 

of the estimates in adjacent and subsequent growth phases (suckling, 

weaning-to-yearling, and yearling-to-long-yearling), ana tie 

bearing which they reflect ori the weights which result fr m these 

gains . The reports of Kidwell (27, p. 5h), Koger and Knox (39, p. 760), 

Bohman (2, p. 21.9) and Winchester and Howe (66, 3k;. p. ) well 

emphasize the negative relationships of gains in adjacent periods 

which arise from non-uniform environments in various growth 

phases. Their reports reflect the average reaction of a group 

f animals to non-uniform envIronmental treatment, but do not 

reflect what the couipensat:Lng effects might be within the 

various environmental sources of variation. Blackwell, et al. 

(5, 6 p.) and Sabin (57, 58 p.) did show that the residual 

effects of the comparative effects of age of dam were still apparent 

in yearling cattle in an expression reciprocal to that at weafling. 

The date employed in the present study particularly show that in 

every category -- year, age of dam, past calving history, age of 
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datu at first ca1viní, season of birth, and plane of nutrition -- 

there is a czmipensation °r decompensation for the advantage or 

(i Lsad'vantage enjoyed or imposed upon the animals within each 

category in the previoua growth phase . A.tao the extent of 

compensation or decouensation is deperent largely on the relative 

advantage or disadvantage in the previous phase; for example, the 

greater the relative advantage enjoyed in one phase, the greater 

will be the decompensation in the subsequent phase, and vice versa. 

The most clear-cut example of this situation exists in a comparison 

of the suckling, weanin-to-year1ing and yearlin-to-1ong-year1ing 

rwth phases of steers (Table 2). W1-ereas the suckling gains in 

aU of the age-of-dalL gr'ups estimated are positive in relation 

to those of calves trom two-year-old cows, the weaning-to-yearling 

gains are al]. netive and bear the same relative negative 

di±ference during this phase as they did a positive effect in 

the previous phase . The animais in these age-of-dam groups do, 

however, recompensate in the yearling-to-long-yearling piase for the 

decompensation in the weaning-to-yearling period . Ultimately, the 

ranks in long-yearling weights are similar to those at weaning, 

whereas the yearling weights are less clearly defined with respect 

to calves from two-year-old cows. This same relative pattern 

occurred in the previous calving history measurements and in the 

age-at-first-calf influences. 

Calves which were born later in the season were apparently 

ins'ficiently nature to withstand the rigors of the weaning-to- 

yearling phase. They decompensated in the suckling period for an 
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advantage tri birth weight and indeed had a further decrease in gain 

during the weanìng-to-yearlìrtg phase. It would seem that as the 

general eiwironment improved an became more uniform, the compensating 

relations become less drastic as is evidenced in the year effects 

and in the "high plane 
u group, although the compensatng mechanism 

was stili distinctly operative. 

The general evidence (unless the effect cf plane of nutrition 

1$ nsking the true effect) indicates that heifers have a less 

seflsitive compensatory mechanism than steers . This should be taken 

lightly at the present tine, although the responses in all 

categories are less markel than in the steer a].ysis. 

Effectiveness of the Regression Models 

The coefficients of determination (Rc), which are measures 

of the percentage of total variation in trait Y which was accounted 

for by the regression model, are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 

in these tables are aleo the standard deviations and coefficients of 

variation. 

The coefficiente of determination in the preweaning traits are 

very s imilar . Whether this would have been the case wi Ui a different 

definition of the plane-of-nutrition effects reins questtonable. In 

those growth phases n the heifer analyses, however, where the effects 

of che thigh planeu imparted an effect, the percentage of variation 

accounted for by regression vere somewhat higher. Only 18 percent 

of the variation in birth weights s described by the model, 
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whereas in suck1in ga.ins aal in weaning weights the model accounted 

for 60 perceit . In the p.st-weaii pnaes the wean±ng-to-yearling 

.ains were m3re accurately uea8u. ed (15 perceût for steers and. 

4.5 percent for heifers ) than were the yearling-to-long-yearling ins 

(36 percent fr steeis ari 32 pe.cent for heifers). Presumably the 

1esseneI accuracy in masuin tìe causes of yearling-to-l'mg-yearling 

cams was clue t the presud ourees ci variation having been 

riminishcd through eompen.aion for the effects in the prevL;uz 

phase. Thse phae which were more intimately re1aed to 

riaterna]. irf1uene we.e the mt accurately measued. Neve:LLìeless, 

the coefficients f varia.ion, wiicki express tdie s.tarard 

eviatiDn of a trait a a percertage ± the rnean oÍ tne taìt, 

were sImilar fcr the tw sexes except in the cases of weaning-to- 

yearling and weaning-to-1ong-year1ix sains . The coefficients of 

variation ranged from 9 to 18 perceni, except for weaing-to-year1ing 

gain In which the standard deviatoa exceeded 30 percent of ts 

mean. The standard deviations were 1igiitiy sn11er in heifers than 

stee except in weaning-to ealin in and in yeai1iug-t-long- 

yearling gain. 

Contemrary Environmental Effccts With Ae of (franddam Effects 
Adu8ted (Model 3) 

The estirnate of the contciirporary effects adjusted for age 

of grariddam ae preeented in Tables S and î. They wcre not 

materially different from those estited in Model A1 in which age 



of grani'lam influences were ignored. The coefficients of 

deterintnati:n, cuefficteiats of variati3n and standard ueviations 

were practIcally the same ifl the two models. The ostintion of the 

effects of age of &radam resulted in a reductiofl in the coon 
effect, p rather than in redue tioi in varianee. There was a 

red istributicu of the variance rather than a reduction in variance dt 

to ad)usting age of graiiddam. The effects of age of grancidam are 

quite marked in the ateer analysis (fable 6) in all weight ax 

gain phases other than birth weight and yearlin-to-long-yearling 

gain. There is io pa cicular pattern to these effects upon 

which one might establish a basis for trends or other inference. 

It might be implied from the steer data, that those calves whose 

daw were from two-year-old daxn were si.thjected to an 

environrental disadvantage which was expressed throughout their 
growth. It iS noteworthy that those calves, whose grandazn were 

5 years of age, show a snaller' estite indicating a comparative 

disadvantage . Mntion was previously made that £ive-year-o)jl 

graixidams were represented to a lesser extent than th:se of otbe 

ages. The reascn for the smaller number of aidams of this age, 

and for the disadvantage imposed on theIr grand-offspring, is not 

understood. The discrepancy in numbers of granddams n the 

various aged groups was iimi1ar in bth the steer and heifer 

analys s. 

In te heifer analysis, there is a tendency for the effect of 

age f 'andam to f ollow the pattern of the steers. The values 



measuring the influence are much nller, however, and in no case 

significant. The influence of the f ive-year-ol dams in heifer 

actually implies the opposite f that in the steer alysis. 

Basically, little was accomp1ined by classi.fying trie data in 

model B. It would appear that the effect of p,,' ' -- the pernent 
effect af age of granddam - might impart an influence on the 

growth of grand-offspring. The evidence from this study does 

flOt warrant a definite statement in tdiis regard; although a 

tendency for expression f permanent residual effect is apparent 

in the steer analysis . The fact that every cow was the same-aged 

granddam to every ca)1 from each one of her daughters, tends to 

associate ae cf 'anddam effect with repeatability of the dams. 

To clarify this point, say that a given dam (ij ) was born to a 

given rardam (i) when (i) was 3 years of age. Then, calf 

(iji:. where k i, . . ., 5) was born to dam (ij). The granddam 

was 3 years of age for all 5 calves from one cow, which would tend 

to make the effect (ir an effect does exist) a permanent character- 

istic of dam (ii). This association shows up in discussion of 

sub-mcels B2 and B3, in the next section. 



Rejeatabj1tty Est5jnates of Growth Phase5 of Calves 

Estimates in ìode1s A2 ar A3 

The analyses of variance for the hierarchical classification 

of the data in Lodel Â are present in Table 8 The variance 

components ax1 repeatability estimates for the various growth 1hases 

are present in Table 9. yodels A2 and A, in all traits, are 

both based on this hierarchical classification. In model A3, the 

variances are partitioned into i) that ascribed to differences 

among granddarns (c) which should have the expectation 

1/8 + Pm' ' , 
2) that among dams-within-granddais (g) with the 

expectation 3/i6 a + i + ai + o s t t arxi 3) error 

variance which is assumed to inclixie 3/14V + c4. Lociel A2 is 

derived by pooling the variances due to arxIdams (a) and to 

dams-within-grarxidams (crg) . In this way the variance among 

dams-ignoring-grarxidams (ci) is obtained, which should have the 

expectation l/L a + + + t + ii 

The differences among grardams were not significant in arr 

trait, (Table 8) while the effect of dams was significant at ?<.Ol 

for all traits . The value for the ardam effect in birth weight 

approached the value for significance at P <.05. The components of 

variance of granddams in model A3 (Table 9) were negative except 

tri the cases of birth weight ar yearling weight. The variance in 

birth weight which is ascribed to anddains would account for only 

1 percent of the total variation in birth weight. The 



Table 8. Analyses of Variance for Urowth libases of Calves (liodei A) 

Among dams 
Item Among 3randdams thin grarddams irror 

- 

riean Squares 
Bjrth Jeit 138 118** 83 

Weaning Weit 39L.3 ¿f752 1637 
leaning Jeigit 5747 5380** 2099 
Long-yearling We1g}t +767 64Th.** 3231 

Suckling Gain 3L45 93** 

Yearling Gain l.535 5120** 2k00 
LDng-yearIing Gain 1136 5Li.66** 28243 

Deces of Fre1om 1624 85 -- 557 

**sjgniricant at i' <.01 

Table 9. Components of Variance and Repeatability Estimates of Growth Pliases from 

=---- the Analises ofVariance in Tz±le 8. 
Error comnon to - 

Source of Variation models A2 arad A3 ¡ode1 A2 iode1 A3 

ç2 Repeatability c2 r2 Repeatability 

(ioring anìdaxns) 

l3irth Weit 83 15 .15 11 4 .11 

aning ieight ]L43 800 . 33 94 -143 .37 
Yearling weight 2099 953 .31 995 10 .32 

long-yearling Weight 3231 628 .16 965 -.335 .23 
Suckling Gain 1168 7524 .39 828 - 73 .241 

Yearling Gain 2401 7224 .23 825 -100 .26 
long-yearling Gain 28243 5240 .16 795 254 .22 

o 
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granddaxn compnt for yearling weight accounted Í'r only .3 percent 

of the yearling weight variations. The lack of significance 

in the randdaa effects eai.k that the mpnen :f variance 

aBcribed to ancans e c :naiQered eQj.zal .' zero, altuouh those 

with netive calculated value exert an upward bias on the 

extitriates of repeatability obtained train Model A3 . It was 

established in the aiscussion of Model B tbat permanent residual 

effects f a fixed source -- ae of granddam -- ny possibly 

exist. From the analyses in Model A3, it txy be inferred that the 

genetic effects imparted £r3'in rax1das are of insufficient 

magnituie to be measured am1 that the random residual nterna1 

effects -- -- are nct easureably exp:'essed in grax-offspriog. 

This is not to irfer that permanent environmental effects do 

not exist for the genetic effects ax the pernent environmental 

effects uight counteract one anther. Hvever, this sty does 

not acino'ledge the effects of adas on any ith trait of 

calves. 

The estinte if the repeatability of a cow's productivity 

expressed in the owth phases of the calves are presented in 

Table 9. Those derived from Model A3 (dams.-within-gi'aiidam) vary 

little frc those in Model A, (dais-ignorin-grardaws ) as would 

be expected with the effect cf granddarns effectively equal to zero. 

The estimmtes of repeatability obtained in ode1 A3 were: birth 

weight, .11; weaning weight, .37; yearling veight, .32; bug- 

yearling weight, .23; suckling gain, .1.l; yearltn weight, .26; 
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ar1 1ong-year1in in, .22. Similarly, the estimates obtained in 

Model A2 were: birth weight, .3.5; weaning ieight, .33; yearling 

weih, .31; 1ìg-yearling weight, .16; ucklirig pin, .39; 

yeailing sain, .23; and 1ong-yearlin gain, .l. Th3e estimates 

which were most 1ntinatelr associated rith post-natal i.terr1 

ixluece were the higheat . The e$tintes c the repeatability 

of birth weight (.11 a .i) were surprisingly low. This 

perhaps fcUov frin the fact that the regression Model A 

estimated only 13 percent of the var lation to be due to con- 

temporary environniental effec s . It was prevìou.ly ackziw1edged 

that the effects if birth year of da had not been adjusted 

With the changes in nanagement, thIs could possIbly have a 5t2e- 

aì1e effect ou the ultiroste weight of' the cow and perhaps this 

might be expressed in trie eonteiporary pertnaent environmental 

effects of' dams -- p t . Nevertheless, the etiiites for birth 

weight are considerably below the estirates of Koch arid Clark 

(3 5, p. 9( 9), Jurr is and Blunn (6, p. 34) and Gregory, et al. 

(17, p. 338). They do corresper to values obtained by vson, 

et ai. (13, p. 247) and Botk±n and Whatley (3, p. 552). 

The repeatability estixrates l'or weaning veight were .33 aocI 

.37 in Models A2 and A., resnectively, and those fDr suckling gain 

were .39 and .41 l'or the two models in the saiie order (Table ). 

The estìriates of' oucklng gain appear to express more l'ully the 

terna1 capabilfties f the c -- -- than da weaning weights 

which of necessity are a coos its of the productive ex ression of 
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a cv In both birth weigtit aix auck1ir int. Weaniz veíit 

hou1:i be an exprernicn o both the egoentype the ca1i azzi 

tue Liej'cit ate.aa1 charcteriatic oÍ the iam, a. t aeu's tkt 

the ntterna1 u1uence re raau.rab1 'epeatb1 n 

¿tha t1ar4 th birth weittì . The wthor Uat a 

important eau.e ol' the dLLcrece Lu tie repeatai1it eeti*tca 

This birth 1ei&it axì suk11zg ins 1Le th the 'act that thoGe 

ezwirorxnenta1 c3rditin Lii wi:Lch geztat,ío ccure ar 1e 

adequate than those in which tìe à1ì ins ar re . A 

breedir seaLDn ii norUj p].anec that tt t.i1i period 

vil coinciue with the peri1 o z'eatet aTouiì&1arc torae 

ard coeq*tt1y with a greater i1k supiy. Ibe period cf 

abrdat 1i rae is a10 the pericd 1 which n.thrLtive value t1e 

forage, in this area, te eatest. 

i2he repeatability etivateo 'cr yearlthg ar4 year11n 

ins (Table ) are adequately nigh. TI- e$t.te r yearlir 

zeights in Model A2 ai A3, respectively, are .31 a .32. The 

eatiietes f'or yearling .n in tLie sac rder are .23 a .26. 

The )n1y ifference beween yearling reight and year1i ixi la 

tbat yearling weigk-it is cmpoøed f weight at birth plu. tie 

in fron birth to yearling age, while year1...rg in Is .n1y the 

gain rr(m birth t3 yearling ac. The dierence in tlae repeat- 

ability etizztes Íoi theìe twc traits must lie in tJ ract that a 

corre1ate.ì genetic expreaaioz 4 birtzL weht is reflected th tb 

yearling weight estinte to a geatev exteat tbaì in pite 
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the aspects of compensatory growth, the productivity of the dati 

maintains its idefltity through the winter eriod tfter weaniri. 

The epeatabi1ity estixtes obtained Thr long-yearling weights 

and lo year1ing iri (Table J are Lwe' than those 

weaning weights, sucklthg ins, year1in weights a1 yearling 

gains. The estiites t'or 1cnyear1thg weights in M'de1s and A3, 

respectivelj are .16 and .23. The difference between the two 

estinates is ue to the egative compcnent in the -anddams in 

Model A3 which results in the estimate ( .23 ) being biased upward. 

It is felt that these 1w est:Lates for long-yearling weights and 

gaIns are environrenta11y realistic 'out genetically unrealistic. 

These traits are the surnntion of the effects of genetic pctentiai. 

egoenotype -.- and the drastically non-uniform envIronmental 

conditions. While the yearling weights and mns were: iade subject 

to compensating and iecoensating owth in the weanin-to-year1Ing 

phsse, the 1ongyeariing weights arid ins vere n&o SUbjEct to 

these same influences and subject. to recornpensation in the yearlIng- 

to-long-yearlthg phase as prevIousi described. It was inferred 

frani Table 2 that reconpensation is not as ccup1e'e in the year1ing. 

to-lLng-yeaT1ing phase a was apparent in the weaning-to-yearling 

phase. Therefore, it is conceivably deducible that under 

drastically non-unífor environments, the compensatory relationships 

tend to obscuro the true growth potential. The estiiiates for 1ong- 

yearling weight were similar to those obtained by Hitchcock, et al. 

(2k, 22 p.) f:coin data from this same stìtion. The anîals bad been 

subjected to similar non-uniform environmental changes. 



Table 10. Analyses of Variance For Growth Phases of Calves (&xlel B) 

Among dams 
Item Anong grarddams within arxidaits Error 

rean Squares 

Birth Weight 10 56 
Weaning weight 1517 Li.112** Th70 
Yearling Weight 5202+ 5171** 2723 
Long-yearling Weight 1+911 3256 
Suckling C.in 36314. 3675** 1365 
Yearling Cìain 1729 L4.531** 214.22 

Long-yearling Gain 1570 2+682+** 2885 

DeFees of Freedom l 85 5j 
** Significant at i <.01 

Table 11. Components of Variance and Repeatability Estimates of Growth íhases from 
the Analyse s of Variance in Table 10 . ______________ 

ror common to 
Source of Variation models 13 rx1 B- Model B2 Icdel B 

(J a3 Repeatability Repeatability 
(ignoring granddans) 

3frth Weight 6 15 . 21 71 - 55 .56 ;eaning Weight 1471 296 .17 801 _502 .35 Yearling Weight 2723 770 s 22 752 19 22 
Long-yearling Weight 3256 563 .15 645 - 81 .17 
Suckling Gain 1365 709 .314 700 9 .32+ Yearling Gain 22+23 77 .03 639 .560 .21 
Long-yearling Gain 2885 -267 .00 535 -626 .16 
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Estiriate In Me1 L an . 
: 

I-t; wu1d appear that iy remuvin tne regressi3n asc:îbed tc 

ae 3f graddams aiì subseueut1y aria1yz.rig ie uata in an 

hierarchical clas3ification, in wkiìch the variaxice among granädams 

is consiieretJ, the effect f raiidam is reinoveL twice. The 

situation was previously described in which it appeas hat age-of- 

granddam effects are .uite iftinte1y assocìated with epeatabi1ity. 

A10 it is apparent tat this t.ype cf e1asitcation wou1 teixi 

to iif late the effects of the birth year of the iara. The estintea 
obtained in thia classification (Table il ) ae less reaLstic 
than those from M3del A. 

In Models B2 ai.Ìi 133 (Table io), effects ai' axidam 

not significant for any trait, whereas tie effects O± dams were 

highly significant in every case . The estiimated repeatability of 

birth weight in Model B3 was .6 wiiicn is biased upward by the 

negative component of grandams. The other esines in i4ode1 B3 

are: weaning weight, .; yea1ing weight, .22; long-yearling weight, 

l7; suckling gain, .34; yeariin& gain, .2i; axi long-yearling 

gain, .16. The fact tnat tnese estizmates in L6del B3 other than for 

birth weight, are of reasormbl.y similar rzgnite to those in Model 

A2 is not fully uxierstood . Those estintes .f repeatability 

obtained from Model 132 do not follow a logical pattern. T 

repeatability esi:Liiates obtained. in M.:del were : birth weight, .21; 

weaning weight, J.7; yearling weight, .22; long-yearling weight, .15; 

suckling gain, .3i; yearling gain, .03; and 1ong-yearing gain, 0. 



The dìarecmert in the estites uf weac 1 i reight and suckling 

gain, yer1ing weight and yeai'1Th gain, long-yearling Vight 

arï.1 1og-yeai1ing gain in thi$ model in contrast to their similarlty 

in Models A2 an A3, ou1d seem to justify placing &eter 

reliance on those estìites obtained from 14cdel A. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The phenotype Df an individual at any one time is the result of 

the response of the genotype of that individual to the many environ- 

ien-bs in which Lt has existed. In beef cattle these envîronnents are 

often many and varied, and they may occur separately or simultaneously. 

Success In a breeding program depends on the accuracy vith which the 

genotype can be identified by observing the phenotype. These many 

environments and their e±Tectß must be identified in the many cattle- 

producing areas so that corrections can be made in all phases of 

management in order to derive greater revenue ai to better identify 

animrls with superior genotes . Meanwhile, estimates must be made 

of these environtal effects so that the observed traits of 

izuividua1 animals might be adjusted to a reasonable starard of 

comparison. This study is an attempt to measure the variations in 

growth attributable to genetic, residua]. maternal, and environmental 

sources in calves from the Squaw-Butte Harney Experiment Station in 

the Northern Great Basin in Oregon. 

The reasoning which led to the attempt to evaluate effects of a 

permanent environmental nature was based on the fact that heritability 

estimates are often derived from reession cf a trait of the offspring 

on that of the female parent, If the true value of the trait in the 

dam were obscured by certain environmental factors and the effect of 

these factors imported a physiological effect on her productivity, 

then the re'ession would be due in part to permanent environmental 
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effects. The relationships among nterna1 haif-sibs differ from those 

of paternal half-s ibs because of the additional effect through 

ìiaternal influence. There is no way to directly measure the influence 

of maternal and permanent environmental effects; however, the 

influence can only be inferred by comparing the relationships when the 

effect has been excinded with those where it i included (33, p. 775). 

None of the metlds employed in these analysis was effective in 

measuring residual maternal effects. There was an indication in the 

analysis of the steer data that a residual effect of the age of and- 

dam might exert an influence on growth of calves. These proposed 

permanent influences must be intimately interrelated with the repeata- 

bility of the productivity of the dams. This does not dismiss the 

contention that permanent residual maternal effects do exist, for it 

remains that if a cow's productivity in terms of calf production is 

related to her body weight, then if environmental factors imposed on 

the cow by her dam result in failure to achieve full 'owth potential, 

these effects surely must be reflected in the offspring. Part of the 

failure of these analyses to acknowledge the residual maternal effects 

might be due to disposal, prior to reproductive age, uf the majority 

of animals which endured the obvious limitations herein implied as 

probable peimanent environmental sources . It must be emphasized, 

that In spite of the re-established contention, permanent environ- 

mental effects were not measured by these analyses. 

Numerous estimates of the extent of genetic variability which 

characterizes beef cattle populations have been reported in the past 
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fifteen years. Also many estitcs f the extent of environmental 

influences on growth of' cattle bave been reported in this same 

period of' time. In general the estimates of heritability for most 

growth traits are high indicating that Individual selection should 

be effective. The genetic correlations reported between weights 

at various times in growth by Blackwell et al. (Ii., p. 1018), Romo 

and Blackwell (5!t., 5 p.) arid Koch and Clark (33, p. 715) have been 

mostly between .30 and .70. The genetic correlations between gains 

in certain periods reported by Blackwefl et al. (loe. cit.), 

Kidwell (27, p. 51f) and Koch and Clark (33, p. 775); however, bave 

been negative or zero. Koch and Clark (34, p. 'y86) indeed proposed 

that negative correlations may exist between the genes affecting 

maternal environment and the genes directly affecting the growth 

response of some of the traits . Urick, et al. (67, p. 1026) on the 

contrary found positive genetic correlations among first winter, 

second summer and second. winter gains . It is the opinion of this 

writer that the negative genetic correlations among gains in 

different periods are due to erroneous definition of the data in 

these phases, and to interpretation of the results based on these 

definitions. The discontinuity of previously reported genetic carrela- 

tians appeaifrom the data in the present stndys seen in discrepan- 

cies among repeatability estimates ) to be due to compensations or 

decompensations in growth in vari ìs phases and to inerfect 

recompensation in subsequent phases. Therefore, it is not so much a 

contradiction in the reported estimates of the genetic parameters th 
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obscures genetic merit as it :s the contradictory eviroents from 

which the estir,tes were obtained . This reasoning is substantiated 

in the results obtained by Carter and Kincai (8, p. 331) and in 

their renrks relative to difference in their estintes a those 

from the Miles City data (3i, p. 86). Carter and Kincaid (loe. cit.) 

foiir. posit:ve genetic correlations among gains in all periods . It 

is not conceivable from a physiological stazilpoint that separate 

inherent growth mechanisms exist in the overall efficiency complex 

to cope with different environments, but that these mechanisms might 

be accelerated or decelerated by envirormenta1 changes . That physiolor 

which is genetic in one phase can scarcely be expected not to be 

genetic in another. Moreover, the pattern of compensatory 'owth 

does not appear to be genotype discriminating; but if such were not 

true, it is antagonistic to the superior genotypes. 

In this study, those estites of repeatability cf traits which 

are most intimately related to maternal influence are the highest. 

The average estirtes for suckling gain and weaning weights were .4-O 

a .35, respectively. They are practically the same as those of 

Koch arI Clark (33, p. 77) and those of Botkin and Whatley (3, p. 552) 

though somewhat lower than the estimates of Koger and Knox (38, p. 16i) 

ar1 Gregory a: (17, p. 338). These estimates of perfornnce 

reflect the effect cf the hig1st nutritional plane to which the anils 

are subjected during the production year. The comparative simIlarity 

of the estites of genetic variability (including ai excliing 

ternal influences) in pre-weann ait3, the consistently positive 
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genetic relationships fou arroi pro- ar.i post-weaning weights and 

gains by Carter and Kîncaid (8, p. 31) ana Urick, et al. (67, p. 1026), 

and the consistently positive genetic correlations amcng pre- a. 
pst-weaning weights found by Blacicwell, et al. (1+, p. 1018) an Koch 

and Clark (33, p. 775) provide sufficient justf1cation Íor selecting 

replacement anii1s at reaning tnie. Selection among progenies for 

heavier weaning weight should lead to iprcivement in subsequent 

&wth rates. The low repeatability estiiates btained for birth 

weights in this study are attributed to an austere winter envirorent 
to which the dams are exposed arid to randon variations in the wthter 

environ1!flt8 . The 1owere1 estimates for long-yearling weights ar 

ans are attributed to the itiultiplicity f environments ar. to per- 

lods of interrupted growth which an aniia1 enures in reaching long- 

yearling weights ar ages. The results fron other stations (. cit.) 
would lead to the belief that the estimates of repeatability of long- 

yearling weights ar ga1ns would be high uier more uniform 

environmental cor3.itions. 

In range-cattle selection proams, 'eater emphasis is generally 

given in selection to weights at given tis rather than to ins 

over a given period. of time. The data in the present stuiy iricate 
that much care must be taken in evaluating animals on the basis of 

gains in given periods . Also, cognizance must be taken of the differ- 
enees in environmental eonit1ons ur1er which aninls have been raised 

ir these anini1s are to be taken from the range into ttrate-of-gain" 

trials. The phencimenu of compensatory growth assumes sizable pro- 

portions particularly in the case of drastic changes in environment 
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frotn one rcwth phase to another . In this study it was found that 

compeiation occurs in oae phase tc off3et the advaataes or disadvan- 

tae inosed in the previous phase by arzj f the environmental 

influences or minor environments -- year, ae cf dam, 2eascn of birth, 
etc . -- and that the compensation for one influence i ieasui'aòly 

independent oÍ' that or another. To disinguish between conrpenation 

for an advantage ai t diaîantage, the terms coipenatic axi 

decoinpensatiDn haîe been used . Coìupenation refei s to owth rate 

belog increased to ffsct a d isadvantae in the previow phase. 

Decotpensation refer3 o growth rate beine decreased te ofiset an 

advantage in the previous phase . The extent of initial compensation 

or deconipensation appears t; be directly related to the m.ruitude of 

advantage or disadvantage in the initial phase . it wouJ. appear from 

the indications ifl these data that the compensatory mechanisms arc 

less sensitive in heiferß than in steers . Tu further complicate 

ivatters, the compensations an decompensations are fwther offset in 

the subsequent phase. This has been referred to a reconipensation. 

The extent uf recompensation does nct appear to be juite as complete 

as the initial compensations and decompensatious . This imperfection 

occasions a reduction in repeatability estites of long-yearling 

weights and It is felt thac these phenomena are those which 

have been responsible for the negative eneic correlations in growth 

phases which have been reported from various stations (. ! ) The 

effect of the3e coiensatory relations must be carefully cosidcred in 

any evaluation of growth in austere or sub-optii.l environments. 
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Economic considerations preclude drastic changes in management 

practices which would rapidly minimize interruptions in growth and 

ïniprove the identification of superior genotype8 . The coat of mayor 

changes could easily exceed the gain derived from improved growth. It 

is evident, however, that improved management is being reflected 

in heavier weights of cattle at the Squaw-Butte Barney Station. 

Nevertheless, it zas previou1y implied that an animal is subjected 

to many environments which tend to obscure the true owth potential. 

Selection is generally done within a year, so that year effects need 

to be considered, only froni a long-range point of view with emphasis 

on ultimately achieving a continuous rate of growth in calves through 

long-yearling age. 

Differences in season of birth are reflected in the birth weights. 

Compensatory influences due to season of birth are also expreseed in 

post-weaning weights and gains. Season of birth, in effect, constitutes 

a minor environment, the effects of which should be lessened by 

shortening the breeding season to two or three heat periods. This 

practice would also tend to eliminate t1e cows which are shy-breeders 

if those cows are eliminated which do not calve. 

The effects of age of dam, through differences in physiological 

maturity affecting cow productivity, impart a sizeable effect ori growth 

and in final weights of calves. It is disclosed that under the environ- 

mental conditions herein experienced, two-year-old dams are incapable 

of providing either a pie-natal or a post-natal environment which 

approximates that of mature cows. Three-year-old cows were inter- 

mediate in producing ability to twoyear-old cous and mature cows. 
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Nine- and ten-year-old cows were showing evidence of ensuing senesence 

which is initially expressed in lowered milk production. This evidence 

of senesence is not expressed in the birth weights of trie calves. 

In order to minimize the influences which ases of dam impart at 

weaning, the weaning weights of older and younger cows should be ad- 

justed to a ature-da equivalent. ApproxiLe correcLiLis for these 

analysis would infer addition of trie following amounts to weaning weights 

of calves from young and old cows: i) to steer calves from 2-, 3-, 9-, 

an 10-year-old cows; 25, 10, 7 and 15 pounds, respectively; and 2) to 

heifer calves from 2-, 3-, and 10-year-old ccs; 30, 20, and 10 pounds, 

in tnat order. It is noteworthy to mention again that the compensatory 

relations were most clear-cut in the influences of age of dam on various 

growth traits. Those animals which were in the age oups which de- 

prived their calves most during the suckling period were those which 

decor:pensated least n the weaning-tc-year1in, phase. Also their recom- 

pensation was least in tue subsequent period. This compensatory meaba- 

nisTn cannot be overemphasized under these environenta1 conditions. 

Multiplicative corrections were used in these data to correct all 

weights and gains of heifers to a steer equivalent. The perforrrance 

of steers exceeded that of heifers in every trait. Tue percentage of 

variation accounted for by the regression models for steers and iìeifers 

was very sii1ar in all traits. The literature reveals that in every 

instance (. cit.) the growth of bull calves quite narkedly exceeds 
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that )r heifers and that growth in steers exceeds that c1 heifers, 

but to a lesser extent. In this study, steers exceeded heifers in 

the various traits, by the following amounts : birth weight, 4 .1 

pounds or 6.28 percent; weaning veì2it, 17.6 pounds r 5.16 percent; 

yearling weight, 16.5 pounds or 3.73 percent; 1ing-year1ing weight, 

23.0 pounds or 3.83 percent; suckling in, 12.9 pounds or 

percent; yearlIng gais, 12.1 pounds or 3.25 percent; and long- 

yearling gain, 18.6 pouiïts or 3.51 percent. The differences be- 

tween steers and heifers ii weaning-to-yearling gain, yearling-to- 

long-yearling 1n, aì weaning-to-long-yearling gain by the method 

in which they vere handled are not in reality sex differences siuice 

they reflect the iirositions of different planes of winter nutrition 

to which soie heifers were exposed. 

This stty wefl aees in principle with the results of most 

other workz reported (. cit. ) The interpretation, however, differs 

from some. The Interpretation in this study is accomplished by 

evaluating these data and comparing the results with contentions of the 

many authors cited. The main difference in Lnterpretatìon lies in 

acknwledging the lowered estimates in the latter owth stages to be 

due to growth compensation in non-uniform environments . The !n con- 

tention is that the ïnherent physiological -owth potential is not 

antagonistic to its own expression under various envircnments, but that 

the growth mechanism IS accelerated r decelerated by environiental 

changed 
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SUMMARY MID CONCLUSIONS 

A stiy was conducted ori 417 heifers and 390 steers which were 

progeny of 250 darns and 165 ar1danis. The calves were born and raised 

in the years 1947 through 1956 on the Squ&w-}3utte Irney Experiment 

Station at Burns, Oregon 

Least squares analyses were employed to s tudy the extent of 

genetic, environmental and residual nterna1 influences on growth 

from birth through long-yearling age . The growth traits stuied were 

bi]th r.ght, weaning wght adjusted to 225 days, yearliri weight 

adjusted to 385 days, long-yearling weight adjusted to 505 days, and 

all possible combinations of gains obtained by differences. Environ- 

mental effects considered in the analyses were : years, age of dam, 

whether a cow raised or did not raise a calf in the previous year, age 

of dam at first calving, season of birth, plane of wInter nutrition and 

age of granddam. Separate analyses of environmental effects were con- 

ducted for heiÍ'ers and steers. The data for seven traits were adjusted 

for the environnental effects and the sexes vere combined by an 

appropriate multiplicative adjustment. 

1. Estimates 'f repeatability of c'w productivity were calculated 

for seven of the ten growth traits. The estimates were: birth weight, 

.15; weaning weight, .33; yearling weight, .31; long-yearling weight, 

.16; suckling in, .34; yearling gain, .23; and long-yearling gain, .i. 

2. There are some indications, in the steer analyses, of pernent 

envirorental influences due to age of granddain; however, no pattern of 



influence was establisned. It was ultimately concluded that the 

methods employed did not identify influences which can be definitely 

attributed to perrrnen residual !raternal sources. 

3. Anlnals which in one period endure a restriction in 'owth due 

to one or more of trany environnental influences - - age of daì , season of 

birth, etc . - -- tend to co:pensate for the restrictions in the next 

period. The compensations for tne various influences are shown to be 

measurab1y independent, and are directly related to tle extent of depri- 

vation in the initial phase. Furthermore, the compensations are offset 

in subsequent phases through a reversed compensation. Compensations 

In later puases are less coplete than the initial conpensations. 

¿1. The discrepancies among the repeatability estiìites for the 

various traits are atlrihuted to differences in the environments to 

which animals were subjected in various growth phases rather than to 

changes in genetic potential. Changes in growth ra..es due io compen- 

satory owth relationships result in the lower repeatability estirrates 

for long-yearling weights and gaina. 

5. Selections of calves with heavy weaning weihta should lead 

to improvement in subsequent growth rates. Selections based ori gains 

in given phases of post-weaning growtu would contain inaccuracies 

due to compensatory çrowti;. 

6. Differences were noted between all growth traits of heifers 

aod steers. Steers exceeded helfers in the various traits by the 

following anounts: birth weight, 6.28 percent; weaning weight, 5.16 
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percent; yearling weight, 3.73 percent; 1on-year1ing weight, 3.83 

percent; suckling gain, .7tL percent; yearling in, 3.25 percent; 

and 1cng-year1ing in, 3.5]. percent. The coefficients cf variation 

were similar for anin.1s of the two sexes. Adjustment of heifer data 

to a steer equivalent wa accomplished in each trait by multiplica- 

tive correction to the extent of the difference between the aexes. 

7. Effects of years were measured for the express purpose of 

adjusting the data to a constant-year basis. Improved nagement 

practices which 1ve been initiated on the experimental range are 

being reflected in greater gins aixi weights in all growth phases. 

3. Age-of-dam influences were apparent in all pre- and post- 

weaning growth phases . Two-year-old cows were unable to provide their 

calves with either pre- or post-natal envirotent approxiting that 

of nature cows . This deprivation is still mea8urable in long-yearling 

we:Lghts. Birth weights of calves from cows of all ages except two- 

year-olds were similar. Cow productivity reflected in suckling ins 

of calves increased with increased age to four years, then maintained 

a plateau through eight years of age . P!ter nine years of age there 

was a decline in productivity which was more marked in steer offspring 

than in heifers. Approximate additive correction factors developed to 

adjust weaning weights of calves to mature age-of-dam equivalent were: 

25, 10, 7 and 15 pounds for steers from 2-, 3-, 9- and 10-year-old 

cows, respectively; and 30, 20 and 10 pounds for heifers from 2-, 3- 

and 10-year-old cows, in that order. 
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9. Ari influence of' differences th season of birth was reflected 

in birth weightß and in post-weaning gains. Each day lapse from 

January 1 to birth cf the calf was associated with +08 pounì increase 

in birth weight This influence was compensated during the suckling 

period, but was again expressed in post-weaning ins . It was 

recommended that the breeding season be limited to two or three heat 

period8 to mInimize this effect aixl to eliminate cows which are bard 

to settle. 

10. The influences of age of cow at first calving ar1 whether 

or not a cow raised a calf in the previous year were not consistent. 

Opposing estimates of these effects were obtained in the separate 

analyses of steer a heifer data. No conclusions were drawn relative 

to the meaning of the results obtained 
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